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This paper compares theory and experiment for behavior very near critical points. The primary experimental results
are the "critical indices" which describe singularities in various thermodynamic derivatives and correlation functions.
These indices are tabulated and compared with theory. The basic theoretical ideas are introduced via the molecular
field approach, which brings in the concept of an order parameter and suggests that there are close relations among dif-
ferent phase transition problems. Although this theory is qualitatively correct it is quantitatively wrong, it predicts the
wrong values of the critical indices. Another theoretical approach, the "scaling law" concept, which predicts relations
among these indices, is described. The experimental evidence for and against the scaling laws is assessed. It is suggested
that the scaling laws provide a promising approach to understanding phenomena near the critical point, but that they
are by no means proved or disproved by the existing experimental data.
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broadcast the fact that there are quite marked simi-
larities between apparently very different phase
transitions. An antiferromagnet near its Neel point
behaves quite similarly to a liquid near its critical point.
The superconducting transition is not very diGerent
from several ferroelectric transitions. In all cases, there
is an apparently rather simple behavior in the region
right around the critical point.

This simplicity and similarity among phase transi-
tions is not fully elucidated theoretically. Some of the
qualitative features of this behavior are reasonably
well understood; others remain a complete mystery.

In this paper we review the present status of theory
and experiment in this area, concentrating on the
time-independent properties of systems near T,. Thus,
we look at thermodynamic derivatives and time-
independent correlations but ignore the very interesting
work on transport coefficients and time-dependent
correlations. The particular subject is what can be
learned by comparing different phase transitions with
each other and with the existing theories. How are
different phase transitions alikes In what ways do they
diGer? Why should we expect these similarities and
differences?

Because we are considering such a broad range of
phenomena, we cannot expect our readers to be experts
in any particular area we describe. Consequently, we
attempt to provide explanations and discussions which
will be comprehensible to the nonexpert. Ke are
hopeful that our treatment will provide some picture
of the interrelations within this broad field.

In the next section, the important theoretical ideas-
the order parameter, the choice between different
phases, long-range correlations, and Quctuations —are
introduced via the molecular 6eld approximation.
These results are tested by comparing them with
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conclusions drawn from theoretical studies of the Ising
model, which is a model of a ferromagnetic material
that is particularly suitable for theoretical study. This
comparison shows that the molecular 6eld approxima-
tion gives a picture of the phase transition which is, at
best, only qualitatively correct. The main quantitative
predictions of the molecular Geld theory are a set of
"critical indices" which turn out to have very different
values from the indices found in the Ising model. In
the third section we describe a recent theoretical
proposal that there exist relations among the critical
indices derived from the notion of "scaling laws".

In the next sections we turn successively to magnetic
systems, critical points in classical liquids, the quantum
liquid —gas phase transition, super8uids, and ferro-
electrics. In each case, the experiments which determine
the critical indices are tabulated and analyzed. These
data are used to show many remarkable similarities
between different phase transitions and a few equally
remarkable differences. The relations among the
indices predicted by the scaling laws are tested. Most
often the theoretical ideas are supported by the experi-
ments but the few discrepancies that exist allow one to
leave open the question as to whether the scaling laws
are in fact right.

II. MOLECULAR FIELD THEORIES

A. The Order Parameter

The most fundamental idea which helps elucidate
the behavior near a critical point is the concept that
this transition is describable by an order parameter. '—'
This parameter, here indicated by the symbol (p(r) ),
is a numerical measure of the amount and kind of
ordering which is built up in the neighborhood of the
critical point. For example, in a single domain ferro-
magnetic crystal with an easy axis of magnetization
along the s direction, a suitable order parameter is the
statistically averaged s component of the magnetization
at the point r, (p(r) )= (3f,(r) ). Besides indicating
how much spin ordering there is, the order parameter
dedned in this way has the following important
properties:

(a) It may vanish above the critical point but is
must be nonzero in the region just below T,.

(b) It can approach zero continuously at T—+T,
from below. (For example, at zero applied field the
magnetization vanishes as the temperature is raised
to the Curie temperature. ) This condition ensures that
the transition not be of first order.

(c) Below the phase transition, the order parameter
is not fully determined by the external conditions, but
may take on two or more different values under
physically identical conditions. For example, at zero
applied magnetic field, the magnetization may point
in the plus or minus s direction with equal facility

below T,. Similarly, in the liquid —gas phase transition,
the appropriate order parameter is the density minus
the critical density, p—p, .%hen liquid is in contact with
vapor, this order parameter takes on two values: the
positive value appropriate to the liquid phase and the
negative value appropriate to the gaseous phase.

Table I lists a group of phase transitions which are
of higher than first order —i.e., which can take place
with zero latent heat —and gives the appropriate order
parameter for each transition. Also included in this
table are some indications of the amount of "free
choice" which each (p(r) ) may have below T,.' For
future reference we also include in Table I a list of the
variables which are the thermodynamic conjugate to
the order parameter in each case. These conjugate
variables are indicated in general by the symbol h.

G= d'rg (r) (2 &)

with

+b(T) t
3f', (r) ]4+c(T)$V3E, (r) V3f, (r) ]. (2.2)

The first term go( T) represents the free energy per unit
volume which would exist were there no magnetization.
The second term 8,3f, represents the direct interaction
between the applied magnetic held 3—assumed
parallel to the easy axis s—and the magnetic moment
of the spins within the sample. Dir ect spin —spin
interactions produce the remaining terms in g(r).
Because these interactions do not change when we
change the sign of M„ these terms contain no odd
powers of cV,(r). This is the origin of the terms
proportional to a and b in Eq. (2.2). The final term in
this equation is inserted to make the free energy larger
when M, (r) varies in space. Hence this term serves to
damp out spatial variations in M, (r) .

It is a general rule in statistical mechanics that the
most probable value of any parameter is the one which
minimizes the free energy. Thus, we wouM determine
the most probable value of M, (r) by requiring that G

3. The Landau Theory of the Second-Order Phase
Transition —Thermodynamics

A relatively simple view of phenomena near the
critical point was provided by Landau. 5 Although this
theory does not agree quantitatively with experimental
observations very close to the critical point, it does
provide a qualitatively correct view of the kinds of
things which do happen. Landau's theory is most
easily discussed in the case of a ferromagnet with a
small magnetic Geld, 8, and T near T,. Then the
magnetization M, (r) is necessarily small and it would
seem reasonable to expand the free energy in a power
series in this magnetization. This expansion takes the
following form
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TAsLE I. Partial list of transitions with critical points. In general, the symbol h denotes the conjugate to (P).

Transition Meaning of (p) Free choice in (p)
Thermodynamic con jugate

of p

Liquid —gas

I'erro magnetic

Heisenberg model ferromagnet

Antiferromagnet

p pc

magnetization (M)

magnetization (M )

sublat tice magnetization

P)0=liquid
P(0=vapor
(2 choices)

if n equivalent
"easy axes"
2n choices

direction of (M)
/can choose any value on

surface of sphere. j
if n "easy axes"
2n choices

applied magnetic Geld,
H, along easy axes

not physical

Ising model

Superconductors

Super Quid

Ferroelectric

Phase separation

6 (complex gap parameter)

(P) (condensate wave func-
tion)

lattice polarization

concentration

2 choices

phase of 6

phase of Q )

Gnite number of choices

2 choices

not physical

not physical

electric Geld

a diGerence of chemical
potentials

be stationary under the infinitesimal change variation of M, (r) and (2.5) reduces to

M, (r)—+M, (r) +HI, (r) . (2.3) 52a+4bM, 'jM, =B,.
The first-order change in G under this transformation is When 8,=0 this has the solutions

(2.6)

BG= d're, (r)
M, =O (2.7a)

jlf, = L(—a/2b)'I'. (2.7b)

)& t
—B,(r) +2aM, (r) +4bLM, (r) ]'—2c PM, (r) I.

(2 4)

Since this must vanish for all values of 8M, (r), the
brace must be zero. Hence the equation for the most
probable value of M, (r) is

I 2a+4bLM, (r) $'—2cV'I M, (r) =B,(r) . (2.5)

Landau now makes the drastic assumption of neglecting
all fluctuations in. the magnetization. This is equivalent
to the assertion that the most probable value of the
magnetization, as defined by Eq. (2.5), is the only
va, lue and hence also the mean value.

The free energy is obtained by solving (2.5), and
then substituting the solution into (2.2). When there
is ambiguity arising from multiple solutions to (2.5),
this is to be resolved by choosing the solution which
actually minimizes 6. For this procedure to work, b

and c must both be greater than zero; otherwise there is
no minimum for G. (If b&0, the transition is first
order; if c(0 the magnetization is never uniform. )

Begin with the simplest case, that in which B,(r) is
independent of r. Then there is no reason for spatial

Landau chooses the simplest form of a(T) which will
accomplish this purpose: he takes

a(T) =u'(T T,)—(2.g)

near T..He also guesses that b and c approach constants
as T—+T,. This choice of e(T) ensures that at the
critical point (B.= 0, T= T,) the system can produce
a nonzero magnetization with a cost in free energy
which is of fourth order in 3f,. Hence near T, the
system can produce large-scale Quctuations in the order
parameter with relatively little cost in free energy.
According to the best present beliefs this unusual
susceptibi. ity to fluctuations is the cause of all the
special phenomena which appear near the critical point.

The erst solution (2.7a) actually minimizes the free
energy when a)0; the remaining solutions (2./b)
minimize 6 when a&0. But since we want the magneti-
zation at 8,=-0 to vanish above T, and to be nonzero
below T„we must have

a&0 for T& T,

a(0 for T&T,.
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Physical quantity e=(T—T,)jT, Behavior of quantity

TAsLE II. Parameters describing phase transition.

Range of variables Parameter
describing
quantity

x=s&p)/» I.

g(r, r') = &p„p, )—&p)'

)=range of g(r, r')

Cy, =speei6c heat at constant h

or

&0
&0

0

&0
&0

&0
~0

&0
&0
&0
&0

0
0

&0

0

&P) =O

&P)-~l ~ I'
af h Pi'

g~
—a1$

e')e i
~'+h'

A loge '+8
A' log is i

'+B'

CX

CK

ex=0
cx'=0

zero ma, gnetic field, which is given by thermodynamics

T 'Cs= a'6/-aT' ~,=—,.
But, at B=0, we can use (2.7) to find

G= dr[go(T)] for T& T,

for T(T.. (2.11)dr go T —&' 4&

This extra term in the free energy below T, produces,
when it is twice diGerentiated, a constant term in the
specific heat. Thus, there is a discontinuity in the
specific heat at T, predicted by the Landau theory.

C. I andau Theory —Fluctuations

Next consider Quctuations in the magnetization
3I,(r). These fiuctuations are given by LM, (r)—
(lV, (r) )j.The point to be studied is how the deviation
of 3I, from its average at one point in the material is
tied to the similar Quctuations in neighboring regions.
The mathematical description of this correction is
given by the correlation function g(r, r') defined by

At first sight it is hard to see how g can be calculated
within the context of the Landau theory. The difhculty
arises because this theory begins by neglecting Quctua-
tions, i.e., by saying that cV, (r) —&3E,(r) ) is very
small. Now we wish to use the theory in order to cal-
culate a first correction to this initial statement.

Fortunately there is a well-dehned procedure for
calculating correlation functions starting from the
free energy. This procedure arises from a quite general

We now follow the thread of the Landau theory and
derive the relation between critical phenomena and
Qurtuations from the free-energy formulation of Eqs.
(2.2) and (2.5). The reader will recognize that there
is a physical inconsistency in this whole calculation.
Equation (2.5) was obtained by neglecting fluctuations—and we shall finally conclude that Quctuations are
all-importantI But the Landau theory, although it is
essentially inconsistent near T„does give a. goo
indication of the kind of behavior to be expected.

First look at the temperature dependence of (p(r) )7

61d.(the magnetization) at zero h (magnetic fie d) .
According to (2.7b) and (2.8) the magnetization just
below T, is proportional to (T„T)'".Since we s—hall
obtain and use several results of this type, it is con-
venient to collect them in tabular form. In the second
line of Table II, we define an index P by the condition
that the order parameter go to zero as (T, T) s when-
the thermodynamic conjugate to the order parameter
h, is at its critical value.

We have just concluded that in the Landau theory
P= —'„as given in the first entry in Table III.

To continue this compilation, take Eq. (2.6) at
T—T,=O. Then a=O so that Eq. (2.6) implies

3II =
I B /4bI"' with 8=3

This gives the next entries in Tables II and III.
The susceptibility, x=(BM,/BB)r is calculated by

differentiating Eq. (2.6) with respect to B. At zero
magnetic field, the resulting susceptibility may be
evaluated above and below T, by employing re-
spectively Eqs. (2.7a) and (2.7b). In the end the
magnetic susceptibility is seen to diverge both above
and below T, as

~
T T,

~

'. Hence the values y—=7'= 1
are recorded in Table III.

The 6nal thermodynamic property which we will

obtain from the Landau theory is the specific heat at
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TABLE III. Comparison of Landau theory and Ising models. ~

Physical
quantity

Parameter Landau theory
2-D

Ising model

1/2

1/2
1/2

0
discontinuity in Cz

0

1/8
15

7/4
7/4

1/4

1
1

0
log ~ in Cy,

0

0.313~0.004
5.2~0.15

1.250~0.001
1.31~0.05

0.056~0.008

0.643~0.0025

0.0&a&0.25

0.066+0.16, —0.04

~ The values of the critical indices in this table are mostly taken from the
reviews of Fisher (Refs. 1, 15-17). In addition, the numbers for IIII, y', and a'
are taken from a preprint of G. A. Baker and D. S. Gaunt. We wish to thank

these authors for sending us their work prior to publication. The values for
g and v are taken from M. E. Fisher and R. J. Burford, Phys. Rev. (to be
published) .

theorem of classical statistical mechanics. This theorem'
states that if the Hamiltonian contains the parameter
k(r) in the combination

equation

t 2a+12b(M, (r) )'—2cV')g{r, r') =kT8(r r'). (2.17)—

drh r r (2.13)
Equation (2.17) is easily solved when the magnetic

6eld is zero. In this case, for T&T, the average
magnetization vanishes and (2.17) reduces to

then if we allow k(r) to change by adding to it the
small increment bk(r), this change induces a change in

(p(r) ), which is

b(p(r) )= (kT) 'dr'(pp(r) —
) —(p(r) )j

XEP(r') —(P(r') )3)bk(r') (2 14)

[2a'(T- T,) —2cV'$g(r, r') =k Tb(r- r')

for T) T,. (2.18a)

For T& T, the squared magnetization is proportiona. l
to T, Taccordin—g to (2.7b) so that (2.17) becomes

$4a'{T, T) —2c Vmfg—(r, r') = k Tb(r —r'). (2.18b)

In three dimensions these equations have the solution
Here k is the Boltzmann constant. In our case k(r)
corresponds to the magnetic field, p(r) to the magneti-
zation, and (2.14) reads

exp( —
(
r—r'

) /P) kT
g(~, ~) =

f

r-r'
/

8~c
(2.19)

ll(M', (r))=(ht) rfdr't(r, r )IIB,(r')-. ' (2.15)
with

3= (c/a')'"(T —T.) '" for T& T,

Our equation for the average magnetization in the
Landau theory is (2.5) . If we calculate the first-order
change in that equation as B,(r)~B,(r)+BE,(r) so
that M, (r)—+M, (r) +8M, (r) we find that (2.5)
implies

{2a+12b(M (r) )'—2cV'Ib(M, (r) )=bB,(r). (2.16)

Next, substitute (2.15) into (2.16) and move 58,(r) to
the left-hand side of the equation to find

dr't $2a+12b(M, (r) )'—2cVmjg(r, r') —k Tb(r —r') I

XbB(r') =0.

Since bB(r') is arbitrary, the entire brace must vanish
and the correlation function therefore obeys the

$= (c/2a')'( (T, T) 'I for —T(T,. (2.20)

Before discussing the consequences of (2.19), we
must indicate why a g determined from the theorem of
classical statistical mechanics PEq. (2.15)j is correct
for this quantum-mechanical problem. Equation (2.19)
is not correct for all values of (r—r'), because quantum-
mechanical Quctuations do, in fact, invalidate the
derivation. But, when

~
r—r'

~
is much greater than a

lattice constant, we can replace the magnetization by
its average over several cells of the lattice. Since this
magnetization is now produced by many spins quantum
Buctuations become insignificant. Hence the result
(2.19) is a correct consequence of the Landau theory.
whenever

~
r—r'

~
is much bigger than a lattice constant.

But the important fact is that the correlation
function (2.19) has such a very large spatial range near
T,. As T approaches T, its characteristic range $
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grows as t T—T, (
", where v=-,' in the Landau theory.

This range measures the typicaI size of a region in
which a coherent Quctuation in the magnetization
occurs. As we get c1oser to the critical point, these
Quctuations cover more space. Finally, at the critical
point the spatial extend of the correlation functions
becomes infinite and then g drops oB very slowly in
space. In three dimensions this drop-off occurs as
) r—r') '. In the general case of a d-dimensional
lattice, the Landau theory predicts a drop-off as

ri
[
—(d-2)

All of the conc)usions of this and the preceding
section are consequences of the simple assumption
that the free energy is expandable in power series in
the order parameter and in (T T,). A—large number
of theories of phase transitions make implicit use of
this assumption. All of these approaches must neces-
sarIly lead to the same conclusions as Landau's about
behavior near the critical point. In particular, they
give the same values of the critical indices n, P, y, 8, g,
and v. Examples of theories which are equivalent to
Landau's are the van der %aals' equation for a liquid,
the gneiss molecular Geld theory for a ferromagnet and
its variants which have been applied to a variety of
other systems, the Ornstein-Zernike equations for g,
many varieties of the random phase approximation, '
the Ginzburg —Landau equations for superconductors, '
etc. Many of these approaches give correct information
far from the critical point; but they a11 are expected
to fail as the critical point is closely approached.

D. Connections Beta'een Correlation Functions and
Thermodynamics

All of these calculations do include some qualitatively
correct statements. One is that large-scale fluctuations
in the order parameter are the source of the singularities
in thermodynamic deriva. tives near the critical point.
To understand this point, refer back to Kq. (2.15)
which gives an exact formula for the change in magneti-
zation produced by a change in magnetic Geld in terms
of a correlation function. If the change in magnetic
field is independent of r, Eq. (2.15) then gives the
thermodynamic response of the magnetization to a
change in 8,. This is precisely a definition of the
magnetic susceptibility. Hence Eq. (2.15) impi ies
that the susceptibility is

BM,/BB, t r= BM—,/hB,

(2.21)

As 2 ~T, the range of the correlation function increases.
Hence the r' integral covers a larger and larger region
and the integral goes to in6nity at T,. Hence the
divergence in the range of correlations is the precise
cause of this and all the other singularities in thermo-
dynamic derivatives.

and also

TLB yr, (r) )/BTg [,.
=B(E(r) &/BB, ) r

(2.23a)

E. The Ising Model

In order to investigate the correctness of the Landau
theory we quote results from theoretical investigations
of the Ising model. This is essentially a very anisotropic
ferromagnet in which only the 2 components of the
spins are coupled. The spins are denoted by 0-, where

r gives the position on the 1attice. Each r, can take on
the values L1. Then the Hamiltonian is given by

H/kT= —k Q 0.,—K +0,(r, (2.24).

The first term in H represents an interaction with
an external magnetic 6eld" h, which tends to make
the spins point up if h is positive and down if h is
naga. tive. The second term is an interaction among
spins which, when E is positive, tends to line up
neighboring spins with each other. To keep the inter-
action short-ranged, the second sum is carried out only
over r and r' which are nearest neighbors.

To calculate the statistical mechanics of the Ising
model it is necessary to compute the free energy, 6,
which is given by

g exp ( B/kT) = exp ( G/kT—). (2.25)—
Here, the sum covers all possible values of the 0,
That is, if there are X sites on the lattice, the sum has
2~ terms.

Some of the qualitative features of the resulting
partition function are rather easy to guess on physical
grounds. For example, consider the average" magnetiza;

It is possible to follow this point explicity through in
the context of the Landau theory. Simply substitute
the form (2.19) for g into (2.21) and perform the
integral. Then, it follows that the susceptibility is, at
B=o

x=(2c) V. (2.22)

This result shows directly how a divergence in the
range of correlations may produce a. divergence in a
thermodynamic derivative.

There are other useful exact correlation function
expressions for thermodynamic derivatives. For ex-

ample, if E(r) is the energy density, the specific heat
at axed 8 is given by
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tion, " (o.,), which is proportional to (BG/Bh) I s. At
zero temperature and k=0, the aligning force repre-
sented by E wins out and the spins are perfectly
aligned. Then (see Fig. 1), (o., ) is either plus or minus
unity. As the temperature is increased, with h held
equal to zero, the magnitude of (o,) continually
decreases until, at a critical temperature T„ it disap-
pears completely. Any applied field, h, will tend to
increase the alignment, i.e., I

&o.,) I. This, too, is
indicated in Fig. 1.

Onsagers calculated the sum (2.25) in two dimensions
at h=O and others have extended his work to get other
physical properties. '~"The results have been described
in review articles" and monographs. "4 This theory
gives the values of all the critical indices defined in
Table II except for b. These theoretical values of
critical indices are listed in Table III.

In three dimensions, there is no general solution.
But there do exist numerica1 ways of attacking this
problem. Various physical quantities can be expanded
in power series about T=O and about T= ~. Then,
there exist numerical tricks for guessing the radius of
convergence of these power series and even their
behavior near singularities. From this emerges numeri-
cal estimates for the parameters of the two-and three-
dimensional Ising models. Table III records the values
of the critical indices obtained from these numerical
calculations. These are mostly taken froIn reviews of
F sher. ' '~'~

The validity of these numerical methods may be
checked by comparing the results with the exact two-
dimensional calculations based upon the Onsa ger
solution. It is found that the methods generally work
well, except that occasionally the convergence is
uncomfortably slow. The estimate of n' is, for example,
not as accurate as we would like. On the other hand,
y is known to one part in a thousand for the sc, fcc,
bcc, and diamond lattices. "According to these numeri-
cal estimates, the values of the parameters are, as far
as we can tell, independent of the detailed nature of
the lattice.

Table III reveals that the Ising model behaves very
differently from the predictions of the Landau theory.
Thus, for example, the specific heat is discontinuous in
the Landau approach but has a logarithmic infinity in
the two-dimensional Ising model and an infinity which
is probably stronger than logarithmic in three dimen- '

sions. As another example, P =—', in the two-dimensional
Ising model and is c1ose to 0.31 in three dimensions;
these results are clearly different from the P= s
predicted by the simple theory.

Because exact solutions exist for the two-dimensional
Ising model at h=O it is possible to calculate several
of the relevant correlation functions in this case. For
example, it is possible to show that the spin —spin
correlation function has a relatively simple form in
the case in which T is close to T, and the spins are
separated by a large distance. To express this result

Fro. 1. Magnetization vs temperature (schematic) for various
values of h. Below the k=0 curve, there are no stable thermo-
dynamic states.

we use the variable

(2.26)

which is a dimensionless measure of the deviation from
the critical temperature and

R=
I r—r'

I /(lattice constant). (2.27)

When e« l, R»1, but eR arbitrary, the spin —spin
correlation function has the structure"

g(r, r') =
I

e I
'lsG(sR). (2.28a)

The corresponding results for the energy density-
energy density correlation function and the energy
density —spin correlation function are, under the same
restrictions for e and R,'8

(2.28b)

g(r, r') Le'~4/(sR)"'j exp (—I s I R)

for T) T, (2.29a)
and

g(r r') -LI e I
"'l(«)s$ exp (—2 I e I &)

for T(T, (2.29b)

(2.28c)

where G,@(eR) happens to vanish for all positive
values of its argument, i.e., for all T& T,.

Several interesting facts can be learned from these
correlation functions. First, consider their values for
large spatial separations between the points, i.e., for
eR»1. In this limit, each of the correlation functions
decreases exponentia1ly. The spin-spin corre1ation
function behaves as "
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while the energy density —energy density correlation
function behaves as'

L"/(pR)'7 exp (—2 I ~ l R) (2.29c)

g(1, 1') R ii4 (2.31a)

the energy density —spin correlation function becomes
proportional to

(2.31b)

where the energy density —energy density correlation
function becomes propertional to'

R '. (2.31c)

By using these results, we can see again how the
divergences in thermodynamic derivatives are con-
nected with the very Iong range of the correlation
functions. For example, the speci6c heat at constant
8 according to (2.23) is proportional to the spatial
intergral of the energy density —energy density cor-
relation function. In the region

1((R&(($/ap),

where ap is the lattice constant Eq. (2.31c) gives the
appropriate form for this correIation function. Hence
this region contributes a part

(/ao h/ao d7R
O' R/R'~27r ~2' log ($/ap)

R
(2.32)

to the specihc heat. Since the correla, tion function
decreases very sharply as R becomes much bigger than

P, Eq. (2.32) gives a correct estimate of the temperature
dependence of the specific heat. From the fact that

~ p
~

', we then infer the logarithmic divergence of
the specific heat.

We expect that the long-ranged correlations are
relatively insensitive to the details of the interactions
between spins. If a corre!atjon extends over a hundred
or a million lattice constants, this correlation should
be sensitive only to the grossest features of the inter-
action and should not be affected by a change from a
bcc to a fcc lattice or to the introduction of some next-
nearest-neighbor interaction. The Ising model solu-
tions do, in fact, bear this out. The correlations in the

and the energy density —spin correlation function has
the behavior18 for &gO

P) p ['+"'/(pR)'7 exp (—2
[ p ( R). (2.29d)

Hence in this limit aI1 three correlation functions go
exponentiaHy to zero with the same characteristic
range

(2.30)

These correlation functions each reduce to a simple
form when &~0. In this case even though R is very
large pR is very small. Hence the functions in (2.28)
are eva1uated for small values of their arguments. Then
the spin —spin correlation function takes the form'

X= (c/2a'T, ) 'I' (2.35)

so that the true correlation length of the Landau theory
is, near T„

((T) =X | p )

—'I'. (2.36)

The jump in the heat capacity per unit volume (at
8=0) predicted by the Landau theory is

hC= P(a')'/2b7T, . (2.37)

In terms of these physical quantities (2.34) reads

$16n-e(EC/k) X'7 '(( [ p
)

'~' (2.38)

Ginzburg" and Levanyuk" produced somewhat more
careful versions of this argument. They came to the
conclusion that the Landau theory couId only be
correct if

~
p

~
were much greater than a critical value,

p.= (1/32m')

(k/ACED)

' (2.39)

two-dimensional case are basically the same for square
and triangular lattices. In the three-dimensional case,
so far as w'e can tell, p=1.25 equally well for bcc, fcc,
and simple cubic lattices.

F. Range of Validity of Landau Theory

Now that we have seen that the Landau theory
does not work for Ising models, we ask when we expect
this theory to work at all. Ginzburg" has proposed an
argument which uses the Landau theory to predict
its own range of validity. To do this, consider Quctua-
tions in the order parameter —which we assumed small.
Actual order parameters, e.g, , the magnetization in a
ferromagnet, Quctuate considerably. However, some
of these fluctuations may be removed by averaging
the order parameter over a suitable region of space.
This averaging, however, cannot cover too large a
regio~ without ruining the local nature of the Landau
theory of the second-order phase transition. The largest
range over which we can average without ruining the
theory is the coherence distance (.

Thus, for the Landau theory to be valid, Quctuations
in the order parameter over distances comparable with

f must be relatively small. In particular, they must be
small in comparison with the order parameter itself.
We must have then,

(Lp(r) —&p&7'(r') —(p&7& I I
- 'I-1(((p&' (2 33)

where we are now using the symbol (p(r) & for the
order parameter. We estimate the right- and left-hand
sides of (2.33) below T, at zero magnetic field from
Eqs. (2.19) and (2.7b). The result is that this necessary
condition for the validity of the Landau theory becomes

74T./4m ec(( T)&( a/b. (—2.34)

We can rewrite this in terms of more physical quantities
by using Eq. (2.20) for $(T). We then extrapolate
this expression to T=O, and define an extrapolated
zero temperature coherence length
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When
~

e ( &&e„6uctuations become important and the
molecular field theories all fail. For 1))

~
e

~
))e„we

expect these theories to be valid. This calculation of
~, is just an order of magnitude argument so one should,
perhaps, not take the 32m2 in the denominator of Eq.
(2.39) too seriously.

The factor ) in the denominator of e, indicates that
as the range of the forces, and hence the range of zero
temperature correlations, gets longer and longer the
Landau theory gets better and better. This point has
been made explicitly in several recent papers" '4 which
show explicitly that the van der Waals theory (which
is equivalent to Landau's near T,) follows rigorously
when you have an infinite range interaction.

Let us discuss e, for some examples:

Supercoedlctors

For pure superconductors we expect X to be of the
same order as the zero temperature coherence length
$0. In tin," $0

——2300 A. and EC=O.SX104 ergs/cm '
deg '. Therefore, Eq. (2.39) would indicate that
deviations from the molecular field theory (which is,
in this case, the Ginzburg —Landau' theory) should not
be expected until e gets as small as 10 '4. This very
small value of e, arises because of the very long range
of coherence in the superconductor. Similar results for
the width of the critical region have been obtained by
several other authors, who have carried out more
detailed calculations of the dependence of specific
heat" and electrical resistance'~ upon e.

The Superllid

In the X transition of liquid He', the situation is very
different. The T=O coherence length is quite compa-
rable with the interatomic spacing instead of the huge
number encountered in the superconducting transition.
Consequently, there appears to be no region at all in
which the molecular field theory is satisfactory.

Magnetic TramsitiorI, s

In the case of iron AC is about 3)&10~ ergs cm ' deg '.
Here $ can be mes, sured directly by neutron scattering
experiments. The total cross section o. for momentum
Rh is propertional to ($

—'+k') '. The experimental
value for X is about 2 A so that 6 ~10

However, there is some experimental indication that
the molecular field theory might be accurate for small
values of 6p below T,.""This might occur because for
small e, the weak magnetic dipole interactions between
spins may become important. Since these interactions
have a long range, the molecular field theory might
perhaps again become correct in some range that
includes small values of e.

Since the magnetic fields produced by the spins in
an antiferromagnet tend to cancel out, the magnetic
interaction effectively has a much shorter range in an
antiferromagnet. There is, then, no reason to expect

~ ~

~ \ ~ ~ ~ ~

~ ~ ~

~ ~

Lao Aag-

Fro. 2. Division of Ising model lattice into cells. L&)1 but
Lap(g(.

Ginzburg" has estimated X for BaTi03 and uses
Eq. (2.39) to find e, 10 4. The reason for this small
value is that it is the smoothly varying coulomb force
which is responsible for establishing the ferroelectric
phase. Thus, in this case, the molecular field theory
is expected to work for all

~
e

~
))10 '. However, in the

antiferroelectric, one should not expect a similar
preservation of molecular field theory. The experi-
mental data partially support this point of view since
the only observation of p different from the molecular
field result (y=1) is in the antiferroelectric phase of
Rochelle salt.

III. SCALING LAWS

A. Formulation

Ideally, theory should predict values of the critical
parameters, n, n', P, y, y', 8, i, v', and it. But, except
for the case of the two-dimensional Ising model, no
analytical theory exists.

A series of recent proposals" " suggest that there
exist relations among these indices, in particular, that
there are not nine unknown quantities, but instead
that the nine critical indices can all be expressed in
terms of two fundamental unknown indices. There
have been several suggested "derivations" of these
relations among the critical indices. None really derive
all the results at hand; they are plausibility arguments.

To see one of these consider an Ising model lattice.
Imagine that we mentally divide the lattice into cells,
each side of length I.ao, where ao is the lattice constant.
I is chosen to be very small compared to a coherence
length, but is large enough so that the cell contains
many spin sites (see Fig. 2) .

1«L«$/oo. (3.1)

Let us assume for a moment that all the inter-
actions between different cells were turned off. Then
each cell would act independently of every other and
there would be no correlations over distances larger

molecular field theory to be correct for small ~ in an
antiferromagnet.

Ii erroelectri cs
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e= L~e) (3.1b)

so that the cell problem will become critical as the site
problem becomes critical. It follows that all nine
critical indices may be determined in terms of x and y.

B. Thermodynamic Results

First we calculate the change in the free energy as
h changes by an infinitesimal amount. Assume the
h, varies so slowly with r that the Geld may eGectively
be considered constant in each cell. Then the change
in the free energy is

8(G/kT) = —g (,)8h = —g(p. )5h, . (3.2)

This must be the same in the two problems because
this change in the free energy is a physical quantity.
But, since the variation in space is assumed to be
very slow we can replace the sum over cells r by the
number of sites per cell times a sum over cells. This
number is just L", where d is the dimensionality of the
system.

Thus, (3.2) implies

Le(o, )hh, = (p, )8h, . (3.3)

than a cell size. But, these are precisely the correla-
tions which produce the divergences in thermodynamic
derivatives which are characteristic of the critical
region. Hence correlations between diGerent cells
must be quite crucial —the interactions among cells
must be all important. '9

Ke have already noted that the correlations near
the critical point should not depend upon the details
of the interaction. Let us assume that the cell size L'ao

is one of these irrelevant details. Then, in each cell
there must be a variable p&, a being a label for the
cell, which behaves in an essentially identical fashion
to our original variable r,. That is, interactions among
different cells should produce correlations among the
p& s identical in structure to the correlations in the
original Ising model problem 4

The only possible difference between the site problem
and the cell problem can be in the values of the two
parameters e and h. Assume that the values of these
parameters for the cell problem are e and h. Sine'e

these, respectively, describe the crucial effects of the
interactions among cells and the interaction between
each cell and the external magnetic field, they can
depend upon the size of the cell. As the magnetic
Geld goes to zero, the eGective Geld in the cell problem
must also go to zero. Hence h~h. The constant of
proportionality may depend on the cell size so we guess

A=L-h, (3.1a)

where x is unknown. Similarly guess

Next calculate (o;) for the case in which the Geld h,
does not depend upon r. This depends upon e and h,

(o,)=F(e, h). (3.5a)

d/y=2 —n=y+2P=P(5+1). (3.9c)

The analysis which gives p, p', p, and 8 is quite
direct because it involves differentiating (o.). But the
speciGc heat can only be found by integrating (o.)
with respect to h. Even then there are no problems
except when o. is an integer. The interesting case is
0.=0, which gives a singularity of the form

Ce(e, h=0) = —A log I
e I +8 for e)0

= —A' log I
e

I
+8' for e(0. (3.10)

This analysis indicates that the same coeKcient
multiplies the logarithm when e&0 and e(0:

for 0, =0. (3.11)

Since p„ is supposed to describe a problem identical to
the original one except that it has new values of e and
h, (p) is the same function of the new variables

(p)=F(e, h).

Equations (3.2), (3.4), and (3,5) now combine as

(o.)= F(e, h) =L eF(L—&e, L*h). (3.6)

But the length L is only a mathematical construct'
It must cancel out of the right-hand side of (3.6).
This can only happen if F(e, h) is of the form

(~)= F (e~ h) = (h/I h I) I
&

I
" *""y(e/I h I

"'*). (3.7)

The factor h/ I h I in (3.7) is inserted to ensure that
(o ) changes sign, as the sign of the magnetic Geld is
changed. 4'

The functional form of the f(s) deGned by (3.7) is
not known to us. Nevertheless, (3.7) permits us to
compute critical indices in terms of x and y. For
example, if (o ). I

~
I

e for small negative e, it must be
true that f(—o ) = const. Then (3.7) gives

p= (d—*)i).
All other thermodynamic derivatives may be found

by differentiating or integrating (o.) with respect to e

and h. Thus n, n', y, 7', and b may be expressed in
terms of x and y. The result is that the six indices in
question are expressed in terms of the two parameters,
or alternatively, the six indices obey four relations.
These are4'

(3.9a)

(3.9b)

From (3.1a) and (3.3) it follows that

(3.4)

Equation (3.11) is another conclusion drawn from the
scaling laws which is subject to experimental veriGca-
tlon.
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TABLE IV. Check of scaling law equalities for Ising model. The scaling laws predict that, for a given transition,
all the numbers listed in the table (except for 6 and y) should be the same.

Two-dimensional Ising model

2 cx dv' dy/(2 o)—y+2p 7'+2p p(b+1)

3.75

Three-dimensional Ising
model

1.93+0.04, 1.93—0.16 ~0.01
1.933 1.87 1.94 1.93 1.55 3.22
&0.008 ~0.01 ~0.05 ~0.05 ~0.01 ~0.02

It follows that

R +R/L, —

+~™=&IV

h~l=hL*. (3.13)

g(R, o, ~~) = L"' "'(L~.—(p&lI p' —
&~&j&

= L" "&g(R/L, ~Lv, hL*)

so that g(R, e, h) can turn out to be independent of L,
only if it has the structure:

g(R, e, I) =
I
eI'" *&'vg(RI ~I "-v e/I kI"*) (3.14)

for R))1, I e I «1 and h «1.
Equation (3.14) gives the critical indices v, v, and

p. It is immediately apparent that the h=0 coherence
length must be proportional to

I
e I

"v. Hence4'

y-'=v=v'= (2—n)/d.

The last critical index is p, de6n ed by

g(R, &=0, h=0)~(R" '+") '.

Then (3.9) and (3.13) give

dv/(2 —n) =2—n

(3.15)

(3.16)

To conc1ude, we notice that arguments almost
identical to the ones which generated the form (3.14)
for the spin correlation function may be invoked to
describe correlations involving the variable E„which
is the energy per site in the neighborhood of r. The
results are that

C. Correlation Function Results

The next object is the spiv-spin correlation function

g(r, r') =g(R, e, h) = &Lo,—&o &]Lo,
'—

&o )J&, (3.12)

where R is the distance between the points in question,
R=

I
r—r'I/ao. We can equally well write a cor-

relation function for the p's defined by Eq. (3.4) which
must be identical in structure to g(R, o, h) except that
the scales of length ~ and h are changed

and

&L~.—&RnI, —&-n&

=g.g(r, r')

=
I e I

&'"—* v"vg, g (R I e I
"v, e/ I h I

v'*), (3.17b)

where gEg and g,g represent unknown functions.

D. Comparison of Ising Model Results with Scaling
Law Conclusions

b, =2dv —2P (3.18)

since v and p are known quite accurately.
In the two-di mensional case, there are avail able

several other checks of the scaling law results. First
the specihc heat singularity at h=0 is logarithmic in
character (n=n'=0) so that one should expect the
coefficients 2 and 2' defined by (3.10) are equal. The
Onsager so1ution' shows this to be true.

Also, the scaling laws predict the following forms
for the correlation functions of the two-dimensional
Ising model at k=0. From (3.13), (3.16), and (3.17)
it follows that at h=0,

The simplest conclusion. from the scaling law
hypothesis is that the combinations of "experimental
parameters" 2 n, 2—n', dv—, dv', dy/(2 ~), y+2p,
p'+2P, and P(5+1) are all just different ways of
writing the same number, d/y. To check this against
the known Ising model results, we have given in Table
IV the values of all these supposedly equal quantities
as given by the results of Table II. The errors quoted.
in these tabulations are numerical errors in. the Ising
model analysis. The close equality among these numbers
in both the two-dimensional case and three-dimensional
one serves to support the scaling law hypothesis.

In the last two columns of Table IV values of y
and 6=2x/y derived from the previous seven columns
are quoted. )We use 6 as our basic variable because
several other authors (e.g. , Domb and Hunter) also
use it.) The value of y is determined by using v= 1/y.
The value of 6 is derived from y from the scaling law
relation

&L~ —«&3L~"—&~ &1&

=g (r r)
=

I
~ I

"" ""vg»(R
I

~ ! u, ~/ I
&

I
"'*) (3.17a)

g(r, r') =
I c I "4G(eR)

g.s(r, r') =
I ~ I

'+&18G.s(.R),

gs~(r, r') =
I ~ I'GEs(eR).

(3.18a)

(3.18b)

(3.18c)
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A11 three of these scaling law conclusions have been
verified by actual calculations. "'8

In conclusion, there is excellent evidence for the
correctness of the scaling laws for the two-dimensional
Ising mode1. All the correlation functions and critica1
indices turn out to agree exactly with the scaling law
hypotheses. In three dimensions, the critical indices
agree quite closely with this hypothesis, but there are
small discrepancies which appear to be outside of the
statistical uncertainties in the indices. These discrep-
ancies have caused Bomb" to have some doubt about
the exact validity of these scaling laws which are
derived from considerations involving the correlation
functions, namely the relations involving v and p.
Fisher" has expressed similar reservations and also has
questioned whether the symmetry above and below T„
e.g., p=p', is exactly true.

E. Questions About Real Phase Transitions

Three questions about the scaling laws which the
experimental evidence can answer, in principle, are
considered in this section.

A. Are the scaling laws correct?
Experimental evaluation of the indices combined

with a comparison like that of Table IV can disprove
the scaling laws or it can be strong evidence in their
favor.

B. Assuming that the scaling laws are correct, how

many diferent phase transitions are there?
We started from the point. of view that the detai1s

of the interaction do not matter near the critical
point. But what is a detail and what is essentia1?
The dimensionality certainly matters considerably.
But, in the real, three-dimensional world would we

say all ferromagnetic transitions are essentia11y similar?
Are these in turn just like all liquid gas transitions?
Measurements of critical indices and deductions of
values of x and y can shed considerable light on this
point.

C. What are the values of x and y? Are they simple
numbers like 2.5 or m/2P If so, careful thinking might
serve to predict them. Accurate experimental deter-
minations of these numbers can serve as a useful guide
to thinking about this dificult problem.

IV. MAGNETIC TRANSITIONS

A. Theoretical Models

In real ma, gnetic materials the spins are coupled
through the strong, short-range exchange interactions
and the long-range magnetic dipolar interactions. For
the low-temperature materials, such as dysprosium
aluminum garnet (DAG) and some low-temperature
salts, these dipole interactions are of t,he same size or

larger than the exchange interactions. ' In high-
temperature materials the exchange interactions are
much stronger; however, even a weak long-range

interaction may affect the delicate correla. tions which
occur quite close to the critical point.

No theories have been developed up to this point
which can treat the complexity of a real magnetic
material. Instead, theory deals with over-simplified
models.

Molecllcr Field Theory

The simplest model is the molecular field theory or
Landau theory. We discussed this extensively in Sec.
II, where we mentioned that this model gave y=1,
P=-'„8=3, and a finite discontinuity in C& at the
critical temperature. This model is appropriate when-

ever the force ha.s a very long-range. In particular, if
there a.re s equally interacting spins, then according
to Brout' the molecular field theory works whenever

~
e

~
=(T T,)/T, ~)—)s '. The dipole interaction does

not have a long enough range so that one can be sure
that the Landau theory is valid for purely dipolar
forces.

Ising Model

In the Ising model, one includes only one component
of the spin. This model migh( be a suitable representa-
tion for highly anisotropic materials in which the
coupling of one component of the spin is much stronger
than tha, t of the other two components.

Heisenberg Model

The Heisenberg model of the ferromagnet is, in
some sense, an opposite limit to the Ising model. Here
one assumes that the Harniltonian contains terms of
the form JS S', where S and S' are the spin operators
for neighboring particles.

This assumption of complete isotropy is stronger
than just taking the crystal to contain three easy
axes of magnetization —as in a cubic crystal. The
Heisenberg model implies that all directions in space
are equivalent. The order parameter is then the
magnetization vector. Since this is qualitatively
different from the scalar order parameter of the Ising
model, the Heisenberg model may show a critical
behavior which is quahtatively diRerent from that of
the Ising model.

Of the critical indices we are reviewing, the only
numerical result for the three-dimensional Heisenberg
model is for the critical index y which describes the
divergence of the susceptibility just above T,. Nurneri-

cal calculations give47 y=1.43 for spin ~~ and' y=1.33
or" 1.36 for infinite spin. The three-dimensional Ising
model gives y= 1.250. This difference between the two
models appears to be larger than the numerical errors
in the calculation.

Notice the apparent spin dependence of the Heisen-

berg model's p. The possibility that a critical index

depends upon a specific detail of the interaction such

as the size of the spin is contrary to the assumptions
of the scaling laws. Consequently, we must count this
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small spin dependence as an argument against the
scaling laws.

A ntiferromaglets

An antiferromagnetic ordering consists of two
interpenetrating sublattices of equal and opposite
magnetization. In this case the order parameter,
p(r), is the magnetization on each sublattice. The
conjugate variable, h, is a magnetic field which is
positive on one sublattice and negative on the other.
There is no way of producing such a field macroscopi-
cally in the laboratory.

In the nearest-neighbor Ising model we convert a
ferromagnetic ordering into an antiferromagnetic
ordering by changing the sign of the interaction
constant, E. Since this transformation may be undone
by changing the signs of all the spin variables on one
sublattice there is an exact equality between the
pa, rtition functions of the ferromagnetic and anti-
ferromagnetic Ising models. Therefore, all the zero
field (h=0) conclusions of the Ising model apply
equally well to the ferromagnet and antiferromagnet. "

An antiferromagnetic ordering may also be produced
in the Heisenberg model by changing the sign of the
interaction constant. However, in this situation, there
is no exact correspondence between the problems for
different signs of the interaction constant except at
infinite spin. However, if the details of the interaction
do not matter, and if the value of the spin is one such
detail, then the Heisenberg model antiferromagnet
would have the same critical indices as the Heisenberg
model ferromagnet.

Because of the antiparallel sublattices, direct dipole—
dipole interactions are of much shorter effective range
than in ferromagnets. Therefore, these long-range
forces should be expected to have a much smaller
qualitative effect upon the transition in the anti-
ferromagnetic case.

B. Problems in Interyreting Exyerimental Data

Concept of Critical Regiol and Determinatiol of T.

In interpreting the data we are not particularly
interested in the absolute temperature, but in e=
d, T/T, = (T T,)/T, near a —critical point. The tem-
perature difference AT can be measured much more
accurately than T itself.

Theoretically one assumes that the thermodynamic
functions approach a simple behavior, namely, a
power of e, as c—&0. Thus the critical region is defined
as the region where this behavior dominates. Since
molecular field theory fails for e &1/s, where s is the
number of nearest neighbors, we obtain a rough
estimate that the critical region is for e 10 . In fact,
we shall show that for magnetic materials the experi-
mental evidence indicates critical regions beginning
when e &10 ' to 10 '. LSince T, varies from 0.1' to

1400'K in the materials studied, the critical region is
most conveniently discussed in terms of e rather than
(T T—,) above. $ In principle, one can make cross
checks by comparing for example the regions in which
the specific heat and the susceptibility seem to show
critical behavior. In practice, there is rarely enough
data on the same material to be confident that the
various thermodynamic functions settle down to their
critical behavior at the same 6.

A major experimental uncertainty is in the relative
location of T, itself. In specific heat measurements, a,

rounded peak is often observed, making the precise
location of T, uncertain (see Table IX). In resonance
experiments one sometimes finds a small temperature
region where both para- and antiferromagnetic lines
exist (in external field) and overlap. "'2 Measurements
in applied field require extrapolation to zero field to
fix T,. Noakes, Tornberg, and Arrott" have taken
some of this uncertainty into account by assuming a
power-law temperature dependence and then fitting to
the best value of T, as well as the critical exponent.
However, it would be most desirable to determine T,
independently of the above data, or at least through
comparison of two critical quantities, such as specific
heat and susceptibility.

An example illustrates how the choice of critica, l
region and T, are interdependent and affect the
evaluation of critical indices: Heller'4 plots the cube of
magnetization in MnF2 vs the temperature. A linear
relationship is found for 7X10 '"&

~
e

~
&8X10 2, and

this straight line is extrapolated to zero to give T,=
67.336~0.003'K. Using his published data, however,
we plot the square of magnetization vs. temperature
and find that a straight line also fits here for

~
e

~
& 10 '.

Extrapolation gives T,=67.343&0.004'K. Con-
sequently if we assume that the critical region is for

&10 ' we are forced to conclude that the cubic
law is very nearly correct; if we assume that the critical
region only includes ( e

~
&10 ' then the data equally

well permit the square and cube laws.

Domains

Ferromagnets and imperfect crystals of antiferro-
magnetic material have a tendency to break up into
domains. The domain walls serve to break up the
long-range correlations so essential to critical behavior.
Hence, if one is to compare idealized theories (like the
Heisenberg or Ising models) with experiments it is
essential that the domains be larger than the theoretical
coherence length. If this is not true there will be a
rounding of the transition which will be very di%cult
to interpret.

Changes in Lattice Constants

The interaction constants which describe the coupling
between spins depend upon the lattice parameters.
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Fro. 3. Magnetization vs temperature of single-crystal VFe03
with the applied magnetic 6eld as a parameter. The broken line
is the magnetization extrapolated to B=0.

Since the internal energy of the lattice depends rela-
tively strongly upon T'—T, and T, depends upon the
lattice constants, it may be energetically favorable
for the lattice constants to change near T,. This
eRect should be included in the analysis of precise
data. '4 In crude terms this is equivalent to say that
e= (T T,(T)7—/T„ i.e., for each temperature in the
critical region we need a different T, in order to look
for a power law to compare with a theory which has
6xed lattice constants.

This connection between critical eRects and lattice
size and shape can in some eases make the transition
6rst order. " Consequently, it is necessary, in every
case, to be convinced either that the transition is indeed
second order pr that the latent heat in a erst-order
transition is too small to change the eGects under
study.

C. Experimental Results

SgscePtibitity

The experiments are of two kinds:

(1) An experimental mapping of the M H' T——

surface, such as reported by Gorodetsky, Shtrikman,
and Treves" for the weak ferromagnet VFe03. Their
curves are shown in Fig. 3. From these data one can
obtain the spontaneous magnetization, M vs H at T„
and the susceptibility above and below T,. To And 1;
and the spontaneous magnetization one must extrap-
olate such data to H=0. To find the susceptibility
below T, one must subtract the spontaneous magnetiza-
tion from the measured magnetization, which can
introduce considerable uncertainty.

(2) Neutron scattering measures a time-dependent
spin —spin correlation function from which one can
deduce the correlation length and the susceptibility.

The experimental susceptibility data are summarized
in Table V.5~" Except for YFeO3 all the data are for
T& T,. The eRective spin is listed in each case, but
one cannot tell from these data whether the Heisenberg
model behavior of larger 7 for smaller spin is followed.
The eGects of single crystal versus polycrystal are

M/8= f(H/P), (4 1)

where f(H/d~) is an unknown function. From (4.1) we
conclude that if we knew M as a function of H for
one value of e and if we knew p then we could predict
M vs H for any other value of e. (Actually this is not
quite true because f(H/d") can have two different
forms, one for e&0 and the other for e(0. But as Iong
as we remain above T„ the scaling laws predict that
one measurement of M vs B would suKce to tell
everything. 7

Kouvel used the data of gneiss and Forrer" for Ni
and his own data for Cr02 "to construct a direct check
of' Eq. (4.1). He plotted M/0' as a function of H/ee' for
different values of e as indicated in Fig. 4. If Eq. (4.1)
is correct this plot should give a simple curve, independ-
ent of the value of e. The 6gure indicates that the
points do fall on one curve. This then serves as a direct
and convincing check of the scaling laws.

This analysis provides values of P and Pb which are
diferent for the two materials. In particular, we have

p =0.42

p=0.33

pl=. 1.76 for Ni

pb= 1.91 for Cro, . (42)

Eq~~tion (4.1) indicates that the critical index y is
given in terms of these as

v=P(& 1). — (4 3)

more evident. Gadolinium is anisotropic, and Graham"
has pointed out that for a single-crystal susceptibihty
measurements along the easy axis and along a hard
axis show diGerent behavior. Thus Develey's recent
&~1.16 for polycrystalline gadolinium is not
surprising. '~ Possibly the p~1.21 for polycrystalline
cobalt has a similar explanation. "Iron and nickel each
have three easy axes of magnetization and polycrystak
line samples show the typical y

The recent experiment by Noakes, Tornberg, and
Arrott shows that in iron the susceptibility and hence
the long-range correlations are not altered by im-
purities. "The one value for T& T., namely p' 0.7 in
YFe03,"violates the scaling law prediction y=7'.

In experiments of Miedema, Van Kempen, and
Huiskamp" on the low-temperature salt CuK2CI4 ~ 2H20,
they also measured its specific heat (see Table IX).
Our analysis indicates the specific heat settles down
to its critical behavior for e&10 ' whereas the sus-
ceptibility has settled down for &&3)&10 '. Com-
parative data such as this should always be an objective
of a critical phenomena experiment, for it helps estab-
lish where -the critical region begins. In this case it
appears that the critical region is approximately the
same for these two thermodynamic functions.

KouveP' has used M vs B and T data to construct
a very direct check of the scaling laws. According to
Eq. (3.7), for a given material the magnetization obeys
the relation
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the time dependence of the correlation function by
expressing the decay of a fluctuation in the magnetiza-
tion by a diffusion equation with di8usion coeKcient
A..

This implies that the correlation function in Eq.
(4.4) decays in time according to

g exp (iq R) (SpSa(t) )

= g exP (iq R A—ii't) (SpSa). (4.5)

0
0 I l0 pgg l5

H'/O'

20

FIG. 4. Magnetization vs 6eld for Cr02. In our notation,
o =M, o'~d', H'/o' s&=Pi' '&. Points for diiferent s fall on the
same curve, which verifies the scaling law prediction, Eq. (4.1).

The resulting values of y have been inserted in Table
V. Also the index 6, defined by

can be identified with the quantity 6 defined by Eq.
(4.1). Therefore Kouvel's analysis gives the values
of b. These have been inserted in Table VIII.

If we assume the scaling law conclusion that (4.1)
is equally correct for e&0 and &&0 with the same value
of P and 5 but a different f, then we find that

M (—e)s

for e(0 and B=O. This would permit us to identify
the quantity, P, determined by Kouvel's analysis
Lsee Eq. (4.2) j with the critical index, Aft, which
defines the behavior of the magnetization for T& T,.
However, Kouvel provides no experimental evidence
for (or against) this extrapolation into the region
T& T,.

iVemtrorl, Scattering

Magnetic systems have an anomalously large cross
section for neutron scattering near their critical
temperature. Van Hove" has shown that this is due to
the large fluctuations in magnetization near T,. An
excellent review of this subject has been written by
De rennes. "

Passel, Blinowski, Brun, and Nielsen" have measured
the neutron scattering cross section for iron. Their
experiment can be interpreted in terms of the formula
for the cross section

d do
dt exp (—io&t) g (Sp5g(t) ) exp (iq.R) .

dF. dQ R

(4.4)

Here E is the scattered neutron energy, q and co are
the momentum and energy transferred from the
neutron to the magnetic material, R is a lattice site,
and S is a spin operator. Van Hove' has described

Thus, the cross section in (4.4) can be expressed in
terms of the static correlation function (SpSii ).
According to the scaling laws, at zero magnetic field,

(5o5 )=G(R/5)IR' ", (46)
where $ is the coherence length. This is supposed to
depend upon temperature as

The dependence of the correlation function upon
( T T,) is su—pposed to be hidden in the dependence of
the unknown function, G, upon R/$.

In analyzing the experiments, it is convenient to
guess" the form of 6 as

G(R/$) = A exp (—R/&) for T) T„(4.7)

where A depends only very weakly upon e. /When
q=0, this gives the Ornstein —Zernike" result for the
correlation function

(SpSa )= A (e "'t/R) .j (4.8)

If we put together the results (4.5), (4.6), and (4.7)
we find the differential cross section as

do A,'
A(T) dpi

' . 4.9
dQ (+2g4+~p) ((—2+ 2) i—1/2p

Passel, Blinowski, Brun, and Nielsen obtained the
parameters A(T), il., and &(T) by comparing their
data with do/dQ for various choices of rt. For rt = 0, the
result is &=0.64&0.02 in 7X10 '&6(6)&10 '. For
g=0.15, the result is v=0.64&0.02 in 4&10 '&t.&6&
10 '. So g /0 fits the data better for smaller e. However,
experimental uncertainty for ~& 10 ' precludes drawing
any conclusions about the value of g.

Above T., the susceptibility is given in terms of
the spin —spin correlation function by the relation

Q (SpSa)

From (4.6) and (4.7) it follows that

(4 1o)

If we express the coherence length $~e ", a,nd if e is
small enough so that 2 =constant, then g ~ 7 implies
y= (2—rt)v. Unfortunately, this experiment did not
extend to small enough values of e for 3 to be a constant
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TABLE VI. Correlation length T& T,.

Material

Iron

Experimenters

Passell, Blinowski,
Brun, Nielsen

Ref. Method

Neutron
scattering

T, ('K)

1044.0

a =a T/ T, Range
for Gt Comments

5X10 '—6X10 0 64~0.02 g=0.07~0.07

Cr,OS
a-Fey'

Riste, Wanic Neutron
scattering

310.0
998.0

10 '—5X10 ' 0.67~0.03
5 X10 '—7X10 ' 0.63~0.04

Antiferro-
magnets

KMnF3 Cooper, Nathans 69 Neutron
scattering

88.06~0.02 2X10 '-10 ' 0.67+0.04. Antiferro-
magnet

Value used for scaling law analysis

Molecular Geld theory

3-dimensional Ising model

0.65~0.03 q =0.07~0.07

0.5

0.643~0.003 g =0.056~0.008

This paper reports the temperature dependence of the staggered susceptibility, which is simply related to the square of the correlation length, as dis-
cussed in our text for iron.

(rP) ' in Ref. 66), so we cannot take y= (2—it) v

here. Nevertheless one can plot AP & vs e and obtain
an approximate fit by e ~, to obtain p=1.30. This
agrees with y for iron as listed in Table V.

In antiferromagnets, (Sesa) is defined with respect
to a sublattice, and again we write $ e ". Values of
s and g for three antiferromagnets, iron, and theoretical
models are listed in Table QI.

3IIagmetisatioe

The most accurate measurements of magnetization,
indeed the only ones possible for antiferromagnets,
are measurements of internal fields, e.g., at nuclei
through NMR or the Mossbauer effect. Can we be
sure that the hyperhne field H„ is linearly related to
the bulk or sublattice magnetization? The data we
quote assume this, but it is not at all obvious in the
study of hyperfine interactions. "Experimental evidence
indicates nonlinearity between magnetization and
hyperfine field in some cases. In iron, the Mossbauer
measurement of Preston, Hanna, and Heberle" agrees
with the NMR result (which is at low temperatures
only) on relative H„v raiatio nwith temperature, but
is in slight disagreement with the bulk magnetization
measurement. Many authors find that implri ty
hyperfine fields are not directly proportional to bulk
magnetization. " Callen, Hone, and Heeger" and
more recently Hone, Callen, and Walker'4 deduce
theoretically nonlinear relationships between impurity
and host mageetisatioes. On the other hand, both
experimental and theoretical results point to a linear
relationship between H„and M as T~T., even for
impurities, thus supporting the usefulness of hyper-
fine field measurement in the study of critical phe-
nomena.

The experimental results are listed in Table VII.
For the ferromagnetic materials they show p~-', for
relatively high values of —e, i.e., 3&10—' & —

& &10—'.
However, for small values of e there are two experi-

88 (M ). (4.11)

Now let us try to estimate how much damage these
Quctuations in 8 can do. When can they appreciably
modify the results that we would get from a theory
in which the magnetic forces were left out& To do this
compare the spontaneous magnetization, which is
given by

M/Mo (—e) s at 8=-0 (4.12j

ments, on Ni'9 and YFe03'o which indicate higher
values of P, namely P —', . This apparent change in
index at (—e)~3&(10 ' is perplexing. A theory due to
Callen and Callen" predicts this kind of behavior, but
one wonders what it would predict for other critical
quantities, e.g., susceptibility and specific heat.
Recent preliminary data of Arrott7" indicate P,'- for
nickel in the same temperature region in which Ref.
29 reported P =2.

We suggest tentatively that this change in the
value of P might be caused by the dipole forces in the
ferromagnet. These dipole forces are weak in compari-
son with the exchange forces so that they should not
be expected to modify the thermodynamic functions
very much under usual circumstances. However, very
near T„ there are very delicate and long-range cor-
relations which might be affected materially by these
dipole fields. Since the dipole force is long-range, it
might be expected to produce qualitatively different
critical behavior from that produced by the short-
range exchange forces. Hence, as the critical point, is
approached, a change in p might occur at some value
of e for which the dipole forces just become important.

To estimate this critical value of (—e), assume that,
because large regions of spins fluctuate in their mag-
netization, there are fluctuations in the magnetization
just about as big as the average magnetization. This
would imply that there are fluctuations in the magnetic
field, 58, which are of the order of the average mag-
netization:
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/ABLE VIIL M vs II at T..

Material

Nickel

Gadolinium

YFe03

Experimentersgneiss,

I'"orrer

Graham

Gorodetsky, Shtrikrnan, 30
Treves

Kouvel, Rodbell

Method

Magnetocaloric eGect

Fluxmeter

Vibrating sample
-Dlagnetometer

T, ('K)

627.2 4.2~0.1&

292.5 4.0~0.1

643.0 2.8~0.3

386.5 5.75

Comments

Weak ferromagnet

Value used for scaling law analysis

Molecular Geld theory

3-dimensional Ising model

4.1~0.1
3.0
5.2~0.15

~ Recent preliminary data of Arrott indicate &~4.7 for nickel. This work was reported to the Twelfth Annual Conference on Magnetism and Magnetic Ma-
terials, Washington, D. C., November 1966.

with the induced magnetization

M/Mo (pB/ZT, )"' at =0, (4.13)

where Mo is the zero temperature magnetization and
p~ is the Bohr magneton. From (4.11) and 4(.13),
we would guess that the fluctuations in 8 would
modify the magnetization by an amount of the order

(hM) (I M/&2'. )"'Mo . (4.14)

If this modification is negligible in comparison with
the underlying magnetization given by (4.12), then
we can neglect the long-range forces. This condition is

We substitute for M by using (4.12) and find

(—e)))(pM /ET ) "&&~" (4 15)

as our condition for neglecting the dipole forces.
To evaluate this condition we choose p=~, 8=4.2,

Mo=yX(density) =@X(10" atoms/cm'), T,=600'K
and find that the condition (4.15) has become

(—e)))10 ' for Ni.

From this point of view, it is not surprising that Ni
should have a change in p at this point.

This calculation suggests that the p~-,' observed in
YFe03 and Ni and the y' 0.7 in YFeOg might be char-
acteristic of an eGect of long-range dipole forces rather
than the theoretically simpler short-range forces. If
so, perhaps specific heat and susceptibility data below
T, should also approach molecular Geld values. The
only applicable datum, however, is p'~0. 7 in YFeo3.'

The experimental data for iron are not suKciently
clear cut to support or deny the calculation just made.
Preston, Hanna, and Heberle's result for p is based on
a very small number of data points~' but indicates
p 3 for —e)2)&10 '.~' Potter's data may be inter-
preted either as fitting one power law with a large error
or as gradually changing its p, with p increasing as e 4 '8—.
There is clearly a need for further investigation in this
Brea.

Of the antiferromagnets listed in Table VII, only
MnF2 has been carefully investigated for e&$0-'."
In several experiments NMR lines have been observed
at the same temperature corresponding to the anti-
ferromagnetic and paramagnetic state simulta-
neously. ""This may be due to nonuniform T„or
possibly to Quctuations in magnetization of suf5ciently
large space and time extent.

A clear-cut picture does not emerge from these
measurements of p. However, on the basis of this
rather scanty evidence we might propose that there
are three separate behaviors here:

(a) When dipole forces are not important, p~&s in
both ferromagnets and antiferromagnets. Hence, for
our analysis of experiments which do not seem to be
affected by these long-range forces we use p=0.33+
0.03.

(b) In high-temperature ferromagnets very close to
2'„P seems to be about —,'. This might be caused by the
dipole forces—which are unimportant far from T,—but
which might produce important corrections very
near T..

(c) The experiments on CuClq 2 H20" and CoC12 ~

6 H20 ""yield still other values for p, suggesting that
these materials are more complicated than can be
accounted for by our simple picture. These are low-
temperature antiferromagnets where dipole forces are
comparable in magnitude with exchange forces.

Molecular field theory predicts M~B'I' at T,. More
generally we write M~H"'. Table VIII lists four
experimental values of b. It is tempting to try to gct
values of 5 for nickel, ' iron, '6 and cobalt" from the
data of Arajs and Colvin, since they also publish
M vs H vs T, but in fact the magnetic fields they used
are too small for this purpose. To hand 8, one needs ~ to
be negligible. However, a comparison of Eqs. (4.12)
and (4.13) indicates that e can only be neglected if

(4.16)
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C~= —A log i e i+8 for T& T,
= —A'log

( e )
yB' for T&T„(4.17)

with A=A' and 8=8'. In molecular 6eld theory,
there is a discontinuity in the specific heat. This
corresponds to the result (4.17) in the special case
A=A'=0, B~B'. However, in the analysis of the
three-dimensional Ising model, it has been suggested'6
that the specific heat diverges more strongly than
indicated in (4.17), in fact that

C~~ae +b for T)T,
for T& T„(4.18)

with n n' 0 1. In writing Eq. (4 18), we have
included terms in b and b' which are asymptotically
much smaller than the divergent terms in (4.18).
Hence they would be left out of the numerical analysis.
However, there is no theoretical reason why these
constant terms should not arise as slightly less divergent
terms in the specific heat. Finally, there have been
suggestions" that the specific heat might be less singular
than indicated in (4.17) or (4.18) . This behavior could
arise, for example, if b= b' in Eq. (4.18) and m and a'
were both negative. Then C~ would show neither an
infinity nor a discontinuity, but just a cusp equivalent
to a third order phase transition. I

We would like to deduce the n sfrom'the experimental

However, the uncertainty in 2; precludes satisfying
Kq. (4.16). This uncertainty arises in the case of
Arajs and Colvin, because they had to extrapolate
from V&0 to determine T,. Thus their T, for cobalt
can easily be in error by &0.05'K. Assuming 8 4
and P~~-', , the fields H; (applied field corrected for
demagnetizing effects) are not large enough to allow a
determination of 6.

SPeczgc Heat

The specific heat results are perhaps the most
difFicult critical data to categorize and understand
In the two-dimensional Ising model, the specific heat
behaves as

data. This is dificult because what we wish to see is a
weakly singular term above the background of b and b'.
Given a bit of scatter in the experimental points, it
becomes possible to make the three-parameter (a, ti, cz)

fit indicated in Kq. (4.18) with a whole range of n's.
A fit of the form (4.17) emerges as just a special case
of the fit (4.18) since

lim (A/cz) t e 1—j+8=—A log e+J3. (4 19)
a-+0

It is hard enough to take data for, say T& T. and
try to make a three-parameter 6t as indicated in
Eq. (4.18). But, actually the problem is much harder.
One is supposed to reject all data for large values of
~

c
~

since these data are "not in the critical region. "
This choice of which data are to be thrown out will
influence considerably the range of n's which will fit
the experiment. Also, there is often (see Fig. 5) some
rounding of the peaks in the specific heat—which one
might guess is due to imperfections in the crystals. It
is tempting to say that this is the cause of the rounding
and reject the data in the rounded region. But, if this
is done, one more unknown parameter enters the
problem: T,. Clearly, if there is a broadening of the
specific heat maximum, we cannot use the position of
the peak to determine T, with high precision.

Despite all this, it is possible to make some state-
ments about n and n'. Consider, for example, the data
of Skalyo and Friedberg~ shown in Fig. 5. This plotting
indicates that we can get a simple result if we reject
all data for

~
e

~
)4X10 ' as "not critical, " and all

data for Ci )3.3 cal/(deg-mole) as "produced by
crystalline imperfections. " Then the 6gure indicates
that the remaining data —which extends over only
about one decade in ~—fit a logarithmic singularity.
However, these remaining data also can be 6tted by
Eq. (4.18) with all values of a in the range

0&n' &0.11

0&a. &0.19.

In Skalyo and Friedberg's data one is somewhat free
to choose T, because of the rounding oG in the specific
heat curve. Thus they chose T,=2.289'K because it
gave A'/A =1. We find T.=2.288'K gives an equally
good logarithmic fit but yields A'/A 0.8. Thus we see
that A'/A is extremely sensitive to our choice of T,.

Our range of a's becomes even larger if we consider
data~ like that in Fig. 6. If we say that the critical
region is j e

~
& 10 ', we are forced to 6t the data with

a large power of (T T,). In particula—r, we find
n 0.6 for Co Kz(SO4) .6 Hzo and n 0.7 for Co Csz C15.

However, choosing the critical region to be ) e
~
&2X

10—' we can 6t the data for n's between zero and roughly
0.6. In short, we cannot distinguish between o.=0 and
0.=0.6 from these data.
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I'io. 6. Examples of specific heat data which are apparently
fit by relatively large power laws.

Our experience is that at least two decades of data
are desirable to establish the speciGc heat behavior.
We also Gnd that in order to Gt data to a single
logarithm or low power law we must often limit the
critical region to e &10 '. This often leaves only one
decade of critical data.

The rounding of the speciGc heat peak still may
indicate that the specific heat is not a divergent
function.

The experiment of Teaney on the specific heat of
MnF2 best allows one to make a definite statement
about n and n', for he obtained data over more than
two decades and down to ~= 2&(10 4 with no rounding
of the peak.

Figure 7 shows the specific heat of MnF2 plotted on
semilog paper. Both the logarithm and power law seem
satisfactory over substantially the same temperature
range. Figure 8 shows the effects of introducing various
b' into the data. Sublattice magnetization data for
MnF~" indicates that e &2)&10 ' specifies the critical
region. If we use this cuto6 to determine the range of
n allowed in the three-parameter fit, then 0 &n' &0.18.
Similarly, for iron~ the susceptibility data above T.
indicates a critical region of e &2&(10 ', leading to
0 &n &0.17.

In Table IX are listed ranges for n and n' obtained
from three parameter fits. In these cases critical data
exist over .a wide enough temperature interval to
make such an analysis meaningful. There is a reason-
able amount of data for which n &0.16. We use this
value for the purposes of checking the scaling laws.
But there are also considerable data which apparently
do not fall into this category.

This table includes a column labeled A'/A which is
found by taking the logarithmic fits to the data and
finding the ratio of coeS.cients above and below T,.
In four of the five cases this ratio agrees with the

50-

55-

30"

25-

0
IO4

TEAN

MnFa

IO'
IT-Tcl

Tc

'I

IO tO

Fzo. 7. Specific heat of MnF2 as measured by Teaney. The
solid lines represent logarithmic 6ts. The dashed line is the

power law C e ' ".

scaling law conclusion A'/A =1. However, for the
best experiment, MnF2, " this result fails. Either the
speciGc heat is not logarithmic for MnF2 or this con-
clusion drawn from the scaling laws is wrong.

Specie Heat im External Fields

The second-order phase transition in an antiferro-
magnet is not destroyed upon application of an external
Geld, as it is in a ferromagnet. According to a theory
by Fisher'4 the critical temperature is lowered as
T,(H) = T,(0) aH'. Recent r—esults for dysprosium
aluminum garnet" agree with this prediction close to
T,. Data for MnC12 4 H20" indicate that the speciGc
heat peak moves to lower T as Bincreases, but the peak
also is broadened considerably, which makes the data
diQicult to interpret.

Comparisorl, with Scalimg Laws

Tables V—IX indicate the average values used in
comparing the scaling law relations. Values which
obviously contradict the chosen values are p~-,'in
nickel and P~-'„y'~0. "t, 8~2.8 in YFeOs. This is a
pattern of roughly molecular Geld theory behavior
which might be explained by long-range forces which
act in the presence of substantial spin alignment.
For scaling law comparisons we neglect these data, but
not because we consider them unreliable. The scaling
laws are only applicable for short-range interactions,
so that they might not apply to these data.

The comparisons are shown in Table X. Most of
the data Gt the pattern, although the column involving
8 does not Gt well. For antiferromagnets the scaling
laws seem all right, upon very limited evidence, so
deGnite conclusion cannot be drawn. For ferromagnets,
the scaling laws relate a part of the data, but another
part remains outside this framework. Further theoretical
work on the effects of the long-range force might
reconcile the apparent discrepancies.
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Geld approximation
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TABLE X. Scaling law companson.

2 Qf,
I +2' ~'+2II ii(S+t)A/2 nv+21s—

Ferromaguets 1.92
&0.08

1.95
&0.09

] 99
&0.09

1.7 1.54
&0.2 &0.07

Antiferromagnets 1.95
%0.09

1.96
~0.10.

1.54
&0.07

II 2P8 Here ~e use the approxImatioII p- b Calculated from 6=2dv-2P.
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conclusion that the lattice gas model will predict a
perfect symmetry between behavior on the high- and
low-density sides of the critical point. For example, if
we define Pl. and Pg by the requirement that

pl iqui d po ( &)

p - p.——(——~)" (5.6)

QUID

GAS

I

I

I

T'iNO PHASE REGION
f

I

f

I
I

P,

~COEXISTENCE CURVE

FIG. 9. Schematic pressure vs density diagram near the
liquid-gas critical point.

Op=+1 if the spin is up at a site,

if the spin is down at a site, (5.3)

for the lattice gas the gas density at a lattice site,

model, the positions of the gas molecules are assumed
to take on only discrete values, these values forming a
specified lattice. To represent the fact that, in the real
Quid, there is a short-range repulsion which keeps the
molecules from getting too close to one another, it is
assumed that each lattice site can be occupied by at
most one molecule. To represent the fact that the real
fiuid exhibits an attraction between neighboring mole-
cules, the lattice gas model includes an interaction
potential which gives a negative contribution to the
energy whenever nearest-neighbor sites are occupied.

The lattice gas model has been shown by Lee and
Yang' to be mathematically identical to the Ising
model of ferromagnetic phase transitions. This identity
follows since for both models the essential features are
a lattice, a nearest-neighbor interaction, and a number
for each lattice site which can take on one of two
values, i.e., for the Ising model, the s component of
the spin

on the coexistence curve, then we know that the lattice
gas will give the result Pi, ——Pg.

A partial list of the corresponding quantities for the
two models is given in Table XI. More detailed lists
and a derivation of the correspondences are given in
Refs. 98 and 17. Thus, a solution for the Ising model,
discussed in Sec. IIE can be transcribed into a solution
for the lattice gas model. If we then say that the
lattice gas model is like the real Quid, we have deter-
mined the critical indices for the liquid —gas transition
in terms of the indices 0., P, y, etc. , for the Ising model.
This proposed correspondence between thermodynamic
derivatives for the Quid and critical indices for the
Ising model is listed in Table XII.

In looking at the experimental data which follow,
we focus on the following questions:

Are phase transitions in different Quids essentially
similar'

Do they resemble the Ising model's critical behaviors
Do they obey the scaling laws?

B. Experiments

In our discussion of experimental data, we con-
centrate upon the Quids Co2, Xe, Ar, and 02 because
these are the ones which have been most extensively
investigated in the critical region. " "' In these one-
component systems, the critical point is defined as
that temperature and pressure at which the densities
of gas and liquid become identical. This point is the
top of the coexistence curve of Fig. 9. Table XIII is a
list of critical pressures, densities, and temperatures
for these four Quids.

p(r) =1
=0

if the site is occupied,

if the site is unoccupied. (5.4)
TABLE XI. Correspondences between lattice gas model

and Ising model.

According to the above, to obtain a correspondence
between the Ising model and the lattice gas model one
should make the identification

Ising model

Number of up spins

~*=2Lp(r) —23.
Partition function

(5 5)
Number of spins

Free energy minus magnetic
field

Magnetization

Specific heat C

For the lattice gas model the critical density turns out
to be —,', so the above statements say that the density
minus the critical density plays the role of the mag-
netization in the lattice gas case. Since there is no
difference between up and down magnetization for a
ferromagnet we thus have the important quantitative

Lattice gas model

Number of molecules

Grand partition function

'Volume

Pressure

Density minus critical den-
sity

Specific heat Cy
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Some of the general difficulties inherent in these
measurements may be mentioned. As with second
order phase transitions in other materials in other
effects, temperature control is critical. In some of the
experiments involving the critical points in Quids, the
data do not seem to settle down to their asymptotic
critical behavior until e= (T T,)—/T, gets smaller
than 10—'. A temperature control system must be
able to maintain and reproduce temperatures to
perhaps one part in 104 of T, in order to provide
meaningful data over a two-decade range in ~ within
this critical region. Since this control is most easily
achieved near room temperature, the most complete
data are available for the classical gases Xe (T,=
289.6'K) and CO& ( T,= 304.0'K) .

Given a good temperature control system, one must
next contend with the extremely large compressibilities
when critical conditions are approached. Due to the
weight of the Quid, critical pressure is realized only

TAax,E XII. Definitions of critical indices for liquid —gas tran-
sition. If this transition is described correctly by the lattice
gas model, n, n', P, 7, y', and () all have the same values as in the
Ising model.

e= (T T,)/T, —
C, (—e) I'

g ~~-a

(w.—ug)-( —~)s

Kr-( —s)~'

Surface tension (—e) &

p=p„a&0

p=pcp 6+0

e &0, coexistence curve.

~&0, coexistence curve.

p=p„e&0
T= TC

p =pc) 6&0

over a very narrow vertical height range in a sample
bomb (in theory, of course, only at a single horizontal
plane), and what is measured in a I'V T measurement
is the average condition of the Quid. This may be
quite diferent from the critical condition unless
special precautions are taken, and can lead to a Qat top
in the coexistence curveMs (liquid —gas density difference
as a function of temperature) . One of the most elegant
methods of dealing with this was devised by
Lorentzen, "'"' who used a long vertical tube as his
cell and measured the density of the Quid as a function
of height near the critical region by the refraction of
parallel light beams passing through the cell. All
critical exponents except a and n' can be determined
directly from an experiment of this type.

A further complication arises from the large heat
capacity of a Quid near critical conditions. '"'""'
Equilibration times become very long near the critical
point as a result of this, necessitating waits of perhaps
days before it is reasonably certain equilibrium condi-
tions have been attained.

TABLE XIII. Critical points of selected fluids.

Gas Pc pc

a Reference 99."Reference 100.
c Handbook of Chemistry and Physics (Chemical Rubber Publ. Co., Cleveland,

Ohio, 1961),
~ Reference 101.

Reference 103.
Reference 102.I Reference 104.

h Reference 105.

The most accurately determined parameter for the
classical gases is P of the coexistence curve. This is
determined from the slope of the log—log plot in Fig.
10. Plotted here are the results of four diferent experi-
ments on CO2 and Xe over almost a 6ve decade range
in e. There is excellent agreement between the data
and a line of slope 0.34 over the entire range and for
both gases. The data taken by Lorentzen in 1965'"was
shifted vertically to coincide with the other sets;
presumably there was a constant factor error in the
density of this measurement, for the slope of the line
is the same as the rest.

The results for P are summarized in Table XIV.
All of this data is consistent with the statement that
p is the same for all three fluids. We assume that this
is true and take P=0.346&0.01 as the value to be
used in further analysis. Notice that this is slightly
higher than the lattice gas value, P=0.31&0.01.

The index' can be calculated directly from the PV T
data of Habgood and Schneider. " Our analysis is
shown in Fig. 11 together with the results of Widom
and Rice's'' analysis of the data of Ref. 104. Since
the Xe data cover a larger range, we use it to dehne
the "best value" of 6 listed in Table XV. There is a
significant deviation from the lattice gas.

—0.1

Qc1 et&
I

Q, o~
0

CQ
O

-0.2—

0 LORENTZEN (1965)

~ LORENTZEN (1955) COZ

0 MICHELS, BLAISSE,MICMELS (19&7)

HABGOOD AND SCHNEGER (1954) Xe

I

-4.0
I

-5.0
LOG(0 ( e)

I

-2,0
I

-I.O

FIG. 10. Coexistence curve data for CO2 and Xe. The critical
index P =0.34 over almost Ave decades in e.

Xe 57.636&0.115 atm~ 1.105 gs/cm' 16.590&0.001'Cs

02 49.7 atm' 0.408 g~/cm' 154.565'Ks

Ar 48.34 atm' 0.5333 g'/cm' 150.71'K'

CO2 72.82 atm(g 0.464 gs/cm' 31.04'C'
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TABLE XIV. Summary table for p.

Fluid

Ar

CO2

"Best value"

Lattice gas

0.350+0.015

0.4&0.2

0.33~0.05

0.344&0.01

0.346~0.oi

0.313~0.004

Reference

99

103

103

105

Table III

Range of c

4X1O-5& —«4XiO-3
6X10-~&—«SX10-3

8X10-3&—«10-~

4X10~&—«10-&

We employ three diGerent modes of analysis to
determine p for Xe, CO2, and Ar. For Xe, we employ
the I'VT data of Habgood and Schneider. " When
these data are di6erentiated they give the Xz values
plotted in Fig. 12. Then, y is the slope of this curve.
Unfortunately, this evaluation of y is rather ambiguous
because of the relatively small range of ~ and the
apparent change in slope at &~10—'. However, the
data points for the higher values of e, &~10—', are
believed to be more reliable than those for lower
values, ~ 10 4. If we weight the data in this way,
we would conclude y=1.3~0.2. Results for y and y'
are listed in Tables XVI and XVII.

An application of the Ornstein —Zernike theory to
the critical opalescence scattering of x rays in the
critical region" has been used by Thomas and Schmidt'"
to calculate 7 for argon. The theory is probably accurate
only outside the critical region, but gives the result
that reciprocal intensity plotted against momentum
transfer at a constant temperature yields straight lines
whose zero intercept with the ordinate is proportional
to the reciprocal of the isothermal compressibility. "
These intercepts as a function of temperature are
plotted in Fig. 13.

For CO2, p may be obtained from the data of Michels,
Blaisse, and Michels'" and of Lorentzen. '""'Lorentzen
measured the refraction R as a function of height x
for light which traversed his tube. At the critical
density, R as a function of x shows a point of inQection
and a slope tan n=dx/dR which is a function of
temperature. Since R is proportional to the density,

(tan tx) ' dp/dx=8p/BP i p(dP/dx). (S.8)

At the critical density, dP/dx= —p.g is a constant and

tan O.~Ez —'~e. (S 9)

Heller"' has analyzed Lorentzen's 1953 data' ' in
conjunction with the results of Michel et a/. "' He
concludes in CO2 that y=1.37&0.2 for 10 '&6&10 '
and y'= 1.0~0.3.

Lorentzen's more recent results"' give a rather
diferent answer. Figure 14 shows that tan u is quite
closely linear in e. Thus, y appears to be equal to
1.0~0.1 in the range 10 '&&&2&(10 '. These results
tend to suggest that y changes at e 10 ' in CO2.
However, experimental difhculties are severe when e is

WI
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Fre. 11.Data from which the critical index 8 is determined.
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FIG. 12. PVT data for Xenon from which the critical index y
can be determined.
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TABLE XV. Summary of results for b.

Fluid

Xe
C02

"Best value"
Lattice gas

Value of 5

4.4~0.4
4.2

4.4+0.4
5.2~0.15

Reference

Table III

Range of variables

6)&10 2&i (p —p,)/p, i&2X10 i

1.4X10 i&i(p —pc)/poly&1. 8X10 i

as small as 10—' and perhaps Lorentzen's later results
should be discounted for this reason.

There is another reason for concern about using the
data in Fig. 14 for finding y. We want to k.now E~
for a homogeneous system. But, gravitational eGects
necessarily produce a pressure gradient of magnitude

dP/dx= p,g. (5.10)

6~4.2.

Then

p QP (P ( III (p g()l
1/I

P dp r ( P, (P, (5.12)

Can this gradient affect the measured value of Ez
appreciably? Let us assume that the long-range
correlations in the system basically average the pressure
over one coherence length. Then we might expect
that the result of the gradient (5.10) could be roughly
equivalent to producing a deviation I' —I', of the
order

I P—P l-pe&.

If this is large enough to push the system away from
the critical point, we can evaluate E& ' by setting
6=0. At &=0, the Widom and Rice"' analysis of CO2
data indicates

t= (M/p, )""'» " v~0.6,

where (M/p. )'~' is the average distance between CO2
molecules. Then our requirement for neglecting
gravitational effects in CO2 becomes

~)&10 '. (5.14)

The same procedure applied to Xe indica, tes that the
gravitational pressure gradients are negligible for

e&&3+10 ~. (5.15)

Since Eq. (5.14) indicates that pressure gradients
might be important in determining y in Fig. 14, we
omit the data of Ref. 106 from further analysis.

The variation of heat capacity with e has been
measured most accurately '"" for Ar and 02. The
data for Ar for T&T, are given in Fig. 15. In this
log—log plot, we have subtracted constants from C„/R
so that we may fit C, to a form

evaluabIe'" '" '"
(p./P. ) (&P/&p)

~

r~M2e' p 1.4. (5.13)

If we are to neglect the eGects of gravity gradients,
we should require that the contribution (5.12) to
dP/dp

~
r be much less than the contribution (5.13).

We evaluate this requirement by guessing t from the
Ising model results as

C„/R=as +b for T)T,
for T&T,.

In the last step of (5.12) we have inserted the effective
pressure deviation of Eq. (5.11). If this pressure (( )

—~(+f (

deviation is srn. all, we should expect that the contri-
bution (5.12) to the inverse susceptibility is much The values of f( are given on each curve together with
smaller than the I'= I', value which is roughly the value of n' which best fits for that value of b'. A

TABLE XVI. Value of y.

Fluid Value of y Reference Range of s Comments

Xe
Ar

"Best value"
Lattice gas

1.3~0.2
0.6+0.2

1.37~0.2
1.0~0.1

1.37~0.2
l.250&0.001

99
ii0

i05, 104, iii
106

Table III

3X10 &c&3X10 ' &&10 'neglected
3X10 '&e &6X10 ~ Is extrapolation procedure

right 2

Perhaps pressure gradients
are important
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TABLE XVII. Values of y'.

Fluid Value of y' Reference Range of & Comments

Ar 1.1~0.2 110 6X10 & —~ &6X10 Is extrapolation procedure
right?

CO2 1.0~0.3 105, 104, iii ~=3X10 '
~=3X10 '
~=3X10 6

If pressure gradients are im-
portant, this analysis gives
no information.

"Best value"

Lattice gas

1.0~0.3

1.31~0.05 Table III

Very little information

good fit cannot be obtained for n' as large as 0.37, but
any value of 0.' in the region 0&+'&.25 can, with a
suitable value of b', fit the data. Of course, a'=0
corresponds to a logarithmic singularity in C,.

For T& T„a similar plot indicates that any value
of e in the range 0&a(0.4 fits the data for 02. These
results are summarized in Tables XVIII and XIX.

We consider one more critical index, p, which is
defined by the statement that in the two-phase region
the surface tension is proportional to (—e)&. Guggen-
heim"4 quotes results which tend to indicate p,~1.22
but a recent analysis by BuG, Lovett, and Stillinger'"
of the data of Atack and Rice'" on cyclohexone-aniline
and of Stansfield" on argon and nitrogen gives p~
1.27~0.02. We use this value in our scaling law
analysis.

C. Use of Inequalities

In this analysis, p' is the quantity with the largest
uncertainty. Fortunately there is an exact' ' thermo-
dynamic inequality which we can use to tie down p'.

This inequality is

2p+y'& 2—a' (for n'&0). (5.16)

When we substitute the known values of p and 0.', we
see that

y'& 1.19+0.12.

Another exact inequality'"

implies

P(8+1)&2—a' (for n'&0)

5&4.45~0.4.

(5.17)

l.o-

This does not provide any useful limitations on 8 but
at least it indicates that the experimental results for 8
are not wildly wrong.

l.o—

hC

60
0

T&Tc

-I 0-
cD

OC

-2.0 "
~2

T SLOPE

-3.0

LOGI0

1

-2,0 -1.0
0
0 2 3 4 5 6 T

c) MILLIDEGREES

FIG. 13. Determination of y and p' from x-ray scattering
data for Argon. However, the Ornstein-Zernike theory used in
the data analysis may not be valid, in the critical region.

FIG. 14. Lorentzen's data near T, for angle of refraction u of
light passing through C02. Tan a~e&.
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TA&r.E XX. Comparison with scaling laws. According to the
analysis of Sec. IIl all of these numbers should be equal. The
numbers used here are the "best values" of Tables XIV—XIX.

(6.3) with the typical potential energy A. The ratio
of these two energies

2 A v+2ff v'+2' ff(~+1)
(Ae) '=—bs/mo'6 (6.4)

2.06 1.7 1.87

~0.12 &0.2 &0.3 &0.14 ~0.03

measures quantum behavior. It is quite reasonable
to suggest that the diBerent behavior of light gases is
a manifestation of the quantum-mechanical dispersion'"
in the position of the molecules, which occurs when
the kinetic energy of a molecule is comparable in
magtitude to the eGective potential energy of that
molecule. To give this statement some quantitative
substance we discuss the law of corresponding states as
formulated by de Boer."' First we consider the classical
problem.

Assume that the interaction between molecules is
given by the potential energy p(r). We can apply a
law of corresponding states if, for diferent Quids

hs/mo' (6.3)

according to the uncertainly principle. The size of the
quantum correction can be estimated by comparing

where f(x) has the same form for all fluids. Then
6 and, 0. represent the characteristic energy and length
for the Quid in question. We may compare diITerent
Quids by using the reduced variables:

T*=k T/6, V*= V/Eo', P*=Z. o'/h. (6.2)

Since the potential energy function, (6.1), determines
all of the statistical properties of a classical Quid, P*
should be the very same function of V* and T* for
diferent Quids as long as quantum corrections are
unimportant. Table XXI indicates that the critical
reduced pressure, temperature, and specific volume
are found to be nearly the same for the heavier Quids.

However, the kinetic energy is important in quantum
statistical mechanics. If a particle is localized in a
volume of order os, it has a kinetic energy of the order

B. Exyeriment

The specific heats of both helium three and helium
four have been measured by Moldover and Little. "'
Ke have Gt their data to a formula:

C=ae ~+b for T) T,

=a'( e) "+b' for—T(-T, (6.5)

with a, a', b, and b' being adjustable parameters. The
data for He' and some fits to it are shown in Fig. I6.
We would conclude that n' lies between 0.0 (logarithmic
singularity) and 0.2 and n between 0.0 and 0.3. How-
ever, this conclusion does not include a possible
perturbation produced by gravitational eGects. Accord-

is a dimensionless measure of the importance of quan-
tum eIII'ects in the liquid —gas transition. Table XXI
shows that as A.e becomes larger than unity (in Hs, He4,
and He'), the critical pressure, temperature, and volume
deviate from their classical values.

The classical phase transition has been compared
with the Ising model via the lattice gas (see Sec. V).
Because, in the quantum case the Hamiltonian
contains noncommuting terms, it is attractive to
compare the quantum liquid —gas transition with a
magnetic situation in which there are spins with non-
commuting components. This has been done by
Matsubara and Matsuda ' ' and Zilsel. " These models

suggest that the quantum transition is like a ferro-
magnetic transition in an anisotropic situation) in
which the zero Geld magnetization can only point in
the s direction. Once more, one can identify (p —p, )
with the 2 component of the magnetization. Since not
very much is known about highly anisotropic ferro-
magnets near the critical point, it is dificult to judge
the correctness of these models. However one point
stands out clearly. Since the magnet shows complete
symmetry between spin up and spin down, these
quantum lattice gas models would predict a complete
symmetry between liquid and vapor.

TAnLE XXI. Experimental values of P„*,V„*,T„*,and L~ for substances having the potential energy function (6.1).

Xe H2 He4 Hea

&er* 0.112 0.117 0.116 0.132 0.114 0.063 0.027 0.014

3.10

1.26

3.10 3.12

1.26 1.25

2.88 3.25 4.29

1.30 1.26 0.90

0.064 0.102 0.187 0.225 0.59i 1.73

5, 74 7.2~

0.51 0.33~

2, 64 3.05

Computedusingpresentknown values of Po„T«, and p«»' and the values of 6 and e' appropriate for He3 (the same as for He4). »~ All other numbers
are from Ref. 120.
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Ter,z XXIl. Comparison of quantum and classical Quids.

He' He4
Classical

gas esh

y' (liquid)

&0 3s
4X10-4(.(2X10-'
&0.2
2 X10-4« —.3 X10-2

0.36~0.02b
2.5X10-2& I,

' —&) &2.5X10-1

1.09~0.05b
?(e(?
1.00~0.05b
? & —e&?

1.18~0.10
?& —e&?

3 5~0 1e
o.17&1(p p.)lp. l

&1 0

&0 3a
10-««3X10-2

&0.2~

2 X10-« —~ &3X10-~

0.352~0.004c
4X10 4& (—e) &2X10 ' 0.36~0.01~

10-2& (—&) &?

4.2f
0.67&

1 (p —p,)/p. 1
&1.57

1,25~0.02g
4X10-'& (—.) &4X10-'

&0.4

&0.25

0.35~0.01

1.37~0.2

1.0~0.3

1.0~0.3

4.4a0.4

1.27%0.02

a Reference 124.
b Reference 132.

Reference 130,
d Reference 135.

Reference 136.
References 109, 13?.

~ Reference 139." See Tables XI—XXII.

yg -——1.00~0.05

yz,
——1.18&0.10

(gas)

(liquid) .

Fisher"' proposed an explanation for the apparent
e dependence of p which was noted by Sherman. He
suggested that the variation in p might reflect the
behavior of a system in which quantum corrections
are not very large. Then relatively far from T„ for
large e, we should expect classical behavior —P~~3.
Nearer T„ the more delicate quantum eGects take over
and p changes its value to one which is characteristic
of a quantum system.

However this apparent e dependence of p seems
very questionable in view of the recent results for
He', for as Roach and Douglass'" point out, P seems to
be independent of A*, the quantum correction param-
eter, over the range 0.06&A*&2.6 (Xe to He4), so
that P would have to change very rapidly over the range
2.6&4*&3.1 (He to He') to explain the apparent"'
P 0.48 in He'.

The coexistence curve for hydrogen has been deter-
mined by the isochoric method, '" and the data can be
6t with p =0.36&0.01 for e) 10—'. There is an indication
that p becomes larger ( 0.50) for &&10 ', but this
might be due to the effect of gravity.

Next consider the isothermal compressibihty:

y=B(p)/Bh I,=oj(p —p.)/Bp I,=p'ICr e &. (6.7)

The only available compressibility data are those of
Sherman, '" who found y= 1.09~0.05. Below the phase
separation y' is evaluated along the two branches of
the coexistence curve. This yields two diGerent y'
values:

These values of y are obtained from derivatives of
I'V T data, so they necessarily have large uncertainty.
Also uncertain are the size of the critical region and
the extrapolation procedure to the coexistence curve.
In view of these difhculties one must conclude that a
definitive measurement of p probably requires data
closer to the coexistence curve and for smaller values
of e.

The shape of the critical isotherm is characterized
by the exponent 8.

at &=0. (6.8)

Hy interpolating the data to the critical isotherm to
obtain the density as a function of pressure, Sherman"'
6nds 5=3.4+0.2. Chase and Zimmerman" measured

more directly by measuring the dielectric constant of
He' as a function of pressure at T=3.324'K. Then
using the Clausius —Mossotti relation to find the density,
they determined 8 =3.5&0.1. Their data indicate
that the coeffjcient A in Eq. (6.8), is twice as great for
the high-density Quid as that for the low-density
Ruid. The exact ratio depends on the value of the
critical density used in Eq. (6.8) but for reasonable
values of p„ the ratio is near 2. This difference between
high and low density is also seen in Sherman's deter-
mination of y and y . This behavior contradicts one
of the assumptions in the lattice gas model: that there
is symmetry between vapor and liquid. If we were
seeing here the true critical behavior this would be
strong evidence against the applicability of the lattice
gas model to these phase transitions. However, the
sparse data for y and the fact that measurements for
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were carried out for relatively large values of
~ (p—p, )/p, ~

prevent the formation of firm conclusions
about these critical exponents.

The shape of the critical isotherm for 82 has been
calculated from the data of Johnson, Keller, and
Friedman" by Widom and Rice,"' who found 8=4.2.
However, these data required a fairly long extrapolation
to obtain 8,"~ which may therefore be unreliable.

Finally, the critical index p, which relates the surface
tension of a liquid drop to T—T, as surface tension
~(—e)&, has been measured for IJ2 by Blagoi and
Pashkov. '" Their result is p, = 1.25 in the range 4)& 10 '
& —&(4+10 ~.

C. Summary and Comparison with Classical Fluids

~
20

I

l5

0
10

I

10 lo

1

IO

I

10 10 'I 2

The results are summarized in Table XXII. Because
of the inherent diS.culties in these experiments and
because of the uncertainty in the size of the critical
region all these results, except P for He' and the n's,
should perhaps be considered to be provisional.

For comparison we list in Table XXII the "best
values" for classical fluids as determined in Sec. V.
There is no strong indication that the quantum Quids
behave differently than classical Quids near the critical
point. There are not yet suKcient data to make a
scaling law comparison meaningful.

VG. SUPERFLUIDS

A. Order Parameter for this Transition

In the superAuid transition, a finite fraction of the
entire number of helium atoms all fall into the very
same quantum state. "' "' The order parameter for this
transition is then the wave function of this special
state, which we write as Q (r) ). Since this wave
function is complex, we have here a two-component
critical order parameter. Thus, the behavior of the
superAuid might well be different from the liquid —gas
transition, in which the order parameter has but a
single component. In fact, the superAuid should be
most like a hypothetical ferromagnet in which the
magnetization can point with equal facility in an entire
plane. '4' Unfortunately, we know of no ferromagnet
with such an easy plane of magnetization.

Because the order parameter in the superQuid is so
special, there is an especial difhculty in learning about
this transition: we do not have experimental control
over the thermodynamic conjugate to the order param-
eter. In fact, this conjugate is always zero. Hence,
we cannot measure the derivative of the order param-
eter with respect to its conjugat- the analog to the
magnetic susceptibility —in the superAuid case. Simi-
larly, we have no experimental way of finding
the (order-parameter) —(order-parameter) correlation
function

FIG. 17. Experimental speci6c heat of liquid He' near the
superQuid (X) transition.

B. Experimental Results

Since we cannot vary the variable we have been
calling h, the conjugate to the order parameter, any
specific heat measured in helium is C at constant h.
Far and away the best measurement of CI, has been
done by Buckingham, Fairbank, and Kellers, '"who find
CI, along the vapor pressure line for helium. Their
results, shown in Fig. 17, indicate a logarithmic
divergence in Cq over four decades of e. It seems quite
plausible that the divergence is truly logarithmic,
i.e., o.=o. =0, so that,

CI, ———A log
i

~
i +J3 for e&0

g= psV's (7.2)

The most accurate critical data for p, are provided by
the experiment of Clow and Reppy'4' (Fig. 18) and
that of Tyson and Douglass'4' which give

f=0.666+0.006

p,~(—g)r

for 3&(10 '& —«10—'
(7.3)

(7.4)

C. Scaling Law for p,

= —A' log ) e
~

+8' for ~(0.

Also, within experimental error A = A'. This is another
piece of evidence in support of the scaling law idea,
since the scaling laws predict that when there is a
logarithmic singularity A must equal A'.

Another piece of useful information is provided by a
measurement of the superAuid density p, just below T,.
The de6nition of p, is the statement that, when the
superQuid is moving with velocity e„ the Row of mass
is given by a current

g(, ')=(0'( ')0( ))
which is the one-particle density matrix.

(7.1) In the relevant molecular field theory, the Landau-
Ginzburg approach, p, is simply proportional to the
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IO

IO—z

I ~ I L, any singular term in the free energy density is scaled
by a factor of I~ [cf. Eq. (3.3)j. In our case, the
(—e)r in (7.8) introduces a factor of Lr& and the
gradients introduce two factors of L when the expression
7.8 is scaled. Thus we must have

cy)O =I or
i= (d—2)/y. (7.10)

IO lO

Tx-T(K)
lO lO

But, according to Eq. (3.9c)

d/y= 2—n (7.11)

FIG. 18. SuperQuid density of liquid He just below Tz. so that (7.10) reduces to

order parameter squared

c.—I &0) I'. (7.5)

for situations in which the magnitude of Q (r) ) does
not vary in space. However, if the superQuid is moving
slowly, the free energy per unit volume has the form

a(~, ') =g(, 0)+l~.~.', (7.7)

where the second term is just the kinetic energy of the
superQuid in motion.

Equations (7.6) and (7.7) are dehnitions of p, and
e,. We now use these de6nitions in conjunction with
scaling law arguments to 6nd i'. To do this, the kinetic
energy term is rewritten with the aid of (7.3) and
(7.6) as

Then, if Q) goes to zero as (—e)&, Eq. (7.4) would

imply P= 3~+0.003, in agreement with the value for
MnF2.

However, Josephson'4' has argued that there is no
particular reason for believing that the molecular
6eld result, (7.5), should be correct near the X point.
[In particular he suggests that an extra factor pro-
portional to (—e)»' should appear on the right-hand
side of Eq. (7.5). Then he uses the scaling laws to
replace 2P —gy' by (d—2) (2—n)/d. ) He concludes, in
fact, that i =-,' is a direct consequence of the scaling
law arguments and the fact that the specific heat
singularity gives a=0.

His argument is based upon the fact that superRuid
Sow arises from a gradient of the phase of (P(r) ). In
fact, v, is derived from this phase via"'

(7 6)

(7.12)

Since we are working in a three-dimensional system,
d=3 and from the specific heat experiments o.=0.
Thus, the scaling laws give f='s, in agreement with
experiment.

For a two-dimensional system (7.12) reduces to
the strange result i'=-0. This would be rather difficult to
justify were it not for the fact that there exist theoretical
arguments'" which tend to show that the superQuid
transition does not take place or does not have a
6nite order parameter in a two-dimensional system.

D. Perturbation Theoretic Approach

Patashinskii and Pokrovskii"' have discussed the
nature of the critical singularity near the X point of
helium by attempting to sum the perturbation theory
expansion for the one-particle Green's density matrix
(7.1) . They conclude that the specific heat and
(&e/Bp) r should diverge as log I

e
I
. This conclusion

apparently agrees with experiment. '" However, there
have been several objections to this theory. At many
points in their work, these authors have to guess the
form of functions. They indicate that their guesses
might be mutually consistent, but it is not clear that
the guesses are correct. Furthermore, Abe'4' has,
extended their methods to the Ising model. He obtains
results which are in clear disagreement with the known
Ising model answers. ~For example, Abe finds q=1 in
two dimensions and g= —,'in three dimensions. The
correct answers for these cases are, respectively,

and g=0.056&0.008. (See Table III). This
disagreement is one more argument against the theory
of Patashinskii and Pokrovskii.

VIII. jFERROELECTRIC TRANSITIONS

However, under the scaling law transformations

r~r/I.

(7 9)

The ferroelectric transition is accompanied by a
drastic change of the lattice structure and thus we
always have a strong coupling between elastic, piezo-
electric and ferroelectric phenomena of the crystal. "
Stresses due to lattice imperfections, external forces
and domain-clamping, inQuence the Landau theory
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parameters, thus producing an uncontrollable shift and
smearing-out of the thermodynamic functions.

For these reasons one genera1, 1y uses data with e& 10 '
to determine the exponents n, P, and y, obtaining
agreement with the predictions of the phenomenological
theory. Measurements of p and v are not known.

Measurements of y have been performed'5' for
tri-glycine sulfate, KH2PO4 and the upper Curie point
of Rochelle salt down to values for e of 2)&10,SX j.0 ',
and 4)(10 4, respectively. In all cases y=1 within the
experimental uncertainties of 2%. Hence the critical
fluctuations have no inQuence on y even for such small
values of e.

For temperatures below the lower Curie point in.

Rochelle salt, Craig"' has found for the interval
4X10 4(

~
e

~
(SX10 ', y'=1.23+0.02. The phase

of the crystal is antiferroelectric there, and thus vre

must not expect to have the same critical region there
as for temperatures near the upper transition point.

None of the other thermodynamic functions has
been determined yet. vrith the same accuracy as the
values for X. Thus we are not able to check the predic-
tions of the scaling laws.

There are X-shaped peaks in the specific heat of
e.g. , KH2PO4 " NH4HSO4"' and Rochelle salt." But
the reported results do not allow a qualitative con-
clusion about the details of the singularity.

After having replotted Stephenson and Hooley's
data, Grindlay'" has pointed out that there are indica-
tions in favor of the existence of a logarithmic
singularity in the specific heat of EH2PO4. For
0.6( [ T—2',

[ (5.3(T,=127.97'K) he obtained A =
1.2+0.3 and A'= 14.2+1.4. This statement cannot be
accepted as a disproof of (3.11) for two reasons.
Firstly, the discussed values for e are possibly too large
to get correct asymptotic data. One also vrould like to
have more than 5 experimental points to determine
the A' s. Secondly, if one looks very close to the "criti-
cal point, " one notices that the transition is actually
first order. "' So we have to expect a smeared out peak
in the specific heat due to the latent heat of the transi-
tion. This peak has nothing to do with critical be-
havior. Furthermore the critical temperature T„seen
in the normal phase, is lower than the critical tem-
perature T,', seen in the ordered state. T, is the lowest
terriperature for an undercooling of the paraelectric
state, vrhile T,' is the highest temperature for a super-
heating pf the ferroelectric phase. P, is' $2&.062'K. ;
T,' is not knovrn, Grindlay's fit depends sensitively
on the value of T,. The assumption that his critical
temperature is T, can explain qualitatively vrhy A is
too small compared with A'.
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